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Abstract
Polyelectrolyte microcapsules containing stimuli-responsive polymers have potential appli-

cations in the fields of sensors or actuators, stimulable microcontainers and controlled drug

delivery. Such capsules were prepared, with the focus on pH-sensitivity and carbohydrate-

sensing.

First, pH-responsive polyelectrolyte capsules were produced by means of electrostatic layer-

by-layer assembly of oppositely charged weak polyelectrolytes onto colloidal templates that

were subsequently removed. The capsules were composed of poly(allylamine hydrochlo-

ride) (PAH) and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA) or poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) and PMA

and varied considerably in their hydrophobicity and the influence of secondary interactions.

These polymers were assembled onto CaCO3 and SiO2 particles with diameters of ∼ 5 m,

and a new method for the removal of the silica template under mild conditions was proposed.

The pH-dependent stability of PAH/PMA and P4VP/PMA capsules was studied by confocal

laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). They were stable over a wide pH-range and exhibited a

pronounced swelling at the edges of stability, which was attributed to uncompensated posi-

tive or negative charges within the multilayers. The swollen state could be stabilized when

the electrostatic repulsion was counteracted by hydrogen-bonding, hydrophobic interactions

or polymeric entanglement. This stabilization made it possible to reversibly swell and shrink

the capsules by tuning the pH of the solution. The pH-dependent ionization degree of PMA

was used to modulate the binding of calcium ions. In addition to the pH-sensitivity, the stabil-

ity and the swelling degree of these capsules at a given pH could be modified, when the ionic

strength of the medium was altered. The reversible swelling was accompanied by reversible

permeability changes for low and high molecular weight substances. The permeability for

glucose was evaluated by studying the time-dependence of the buckling of the capsule walls

in glucose solutions and the reversible permeability modulation was used for the encapsula-

tion of polymeric material. A theoretical model was proposed to explain the pH-dependent

size variations that took into account an osmotic expanding force and an elastic restoring

force to evaluate the pH-dependent size changes of weak polyelectrolyte capsules.

Second, sugar-sensitive multilayers were assembled using the reversible covalent ester for-

mation between the polysaccharide mannan and phenylboronic acid moieties that were

grafted onto poly(acrylic acid) (PAA). The resulting multilayer films were sensitive to several

carbohydrates, showing the highest sensitivity to fructose. The response to carbohydrates re-

sulted from the competitive binding of small molecular weight sugars and mannan to the

boronic acid groups within the film, and was observed as a fast dissolution of the multilay-

ers, when they were brought into contact with the sugar-containing solution above a critical

concentration. It was also possible to prepare carbohydrate-sensitive multilayer capsules,

and their sugar-dependent stability was investigated by following the release of encapsulated

rhodamine-labeled bovine serum albumin (TRITC-BSA).
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1 Introduction

The interaction of materials with their environment depends on the properties of their sur-

faces. By modifying the surface characteristics these interactions can be altered. One pos-

sibility of a specific modification and functionalization is given by the layer-by-layer (LbL)

technique. This method was developed in the 1990s by Decher et al. for the assembly of

multilayers of polyelectrolytes and has received increasing interest, as it provides nanoscale

control of the deposition of composite materials [1]. Although these multilayers are most

frequently formed by electrostatic interactions between polycations and polyanions, the LbL

process has also been carried out using H-bond interactions [2] or specific recognition be-

tween molecules for the deposition of multilayers, e.g. biotin - avidin and sugar - lectin

interactions [3, 4].

In addition to the assembly of thin films on flat substrates, the LbL deposition can also be

used for the coating of colloidal particles, and by subsequent dissolution of the template this

procedure leads to the formation of hollow polyelectrolyte capsules [5, 6]. The properties

of these thin membranes can be tuned by the polymers that are adsorbed onto the colloids.

Multilayer shells combine the advantages of a high surface area with nanoscale control of

the chemical composition of the film.

For many future applications of polyelectrolyte capsules, such as stimulable microdevices,

fabrication of sensors or actuators, and controlled delivery or release of chemicals and drugs,

it is desirable to regulate the multilayer wall in response to various external stimuli, like tem-

perature, pH, ionic strength, light, magnetic field, and chemical stimuli. The responses can

vary from a tunable permeability to morphological and size changes. For many applications

of stimuli-responsive systems the reversibility of modifications is a key parameter [7, 8].

Compared to traditional responsive materials like hydrogels and polyelectrolyte complexes

these multilayers have the advantage of combining specific response characteristics with the

versatility and flexibility of the LbL technique. The aim of this work was the development

of stimuli-responsive microcapsules, with the focus on pH-sensitivity and carbohydrate-

sensing.

pH-responsive properties of multilayer thin films can be observed when polyelectrolytes with

weak acid and base functionalities are incorporated within the layers, as the magnitude of

1



1 Introduction

electrostatic and secondary interactions within these assemblies can be tuned through varia-

tion of the polyelectrolyte charge density by changing the solution pH. At extreme pH, mul-

tilayers composed of weak polyelectrolytes can be destroyed, as the pH-induced imbalance

of charges overcompensates the attractive polymer-polymer ionic binding. pH-induced vari-

ations in the stability of polyelectrolyte multilayers have potential applications in medicine

and biotechnology, as the amount of ion pairs is related with changes in the permeability of

the capsule membrane that can be controlled by solution pH. Alterations in permeability can

be used for the uptake and release of drugs and chemicals and this is of particular interest

when the changes in the capsule wall stability occur in the neutral pH range, which is manda-

tory for many biomolecules.

Whereas many stimuli-responsive multilayers have been prepared that change characteristic

properties in dependence on temperature, pH and ionic strength, only few examples can be

found that respond to chemical stimuli. A challenging class of chemical stimuli are car-

bohydrates, because of the outstanding role these substances play in medicine and biology

as well as in industrial processes. The concentration of these molecules in solution can be

monitored, when the decomposition of a polyelectrolyte multilayer is triggered by a specific

recognition event. Such recognition and replacement reactions open rich possibilities for fu-

ture applications and explorations of polyelectrolyte membranes for the release of bioactive

molecules in response to biological or chemical stimuli.

In this work, a systematic investigation of different possibilities to stabilize weak polyelec-

trolyte capsules by attractive forces like entanglement, hydrophobic and H-bonding inter-

actions was carried out. For this purpose two different weak polyelectrolyte combinations

were selected that vary considerably in their hydrophobic stabilization, capsules composed

of poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA) and capsules

composed of poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) and PMA. The influence of pH variations and

ionic strength on the stability, size and permeability of these capsules was investigated and

the pH-dependent changes in permeability were used for the encapsulation of polymers. Fur-

thermore, a theoretical model for the pH-dependent size variations was proposed.

Carbohydrate-sensitive multilayers were assembled by the formation of a reversible cova-

lent ester-bond between a polysaccharide and a phenylboronic acid moiety that was grafted

onto poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), and the sensitivity of the resulting multilayer films to several

carbohydrates was investigated.

2



2 Literature review

2.1 Polyelectrolytes in solution

2.1.1 Conformation of polyelectrolytes

Polyelectrolytes combine the basic concepts of polymers and electrolytes. The main dif-

ference to other polymeric systems is, that a fraction or all of the monomeric units consist

of ionizable functional groups. When polyelectrolytes are dissolved in polar solvents like

water, the ion-pairs dissociate, resulting in charges that are fixed to the polymeric back-

bone, and small counterions that are released into the solution. Polyelectrolytes are very

common in nature and prominent examples are proteins, nucleic acids and charged polysac-

charides. Depending on the ionic groups present in the macromolecule, it is possible to

distinguish cationic and anionic polyelectrolytes, which carry positive and negative charges,

respectively. Furthermore one can distinguish strong and weak polyelectrolytes. Strong

polyelectrolytes have permanent charges and are ionized over the whole pH range, whereas

weak polyelectrolytes are only ionized in a limited pH range. Examples of the different

types of polyelectrolytes are given in Figure 2.1. Strong polyelectrolytes are e.g. the polyan-

ion sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and the polycation poly(diallyldimethylammonium

Figure 2.1: Examples of strong and weak polyelectrolytes.

3
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chloride) (PDADMAC). PAH is an example of a weak polybase (polycation), whereas PAA

is a weak polyacid (polyanion).

It is also possible to integrate cationic and anionic groups into one single macromolecule,

resulting in polyampholytes. These systems are often composed of weakly acidic and basic

groups, so that the sign and the magnitude of the net charge depends on the pH. At a charac-

teristic pH value, the isoelectric point, no free net charge exists.

The conformation of a polyelectrolyte in solution depends on the polymer concentration, the

interactions with the solvent and the chain length. Furthermore it depends on the acid or base

strength of the ionic groups, the linear charge density, as well as the charge distribution along

the chain and the nature of the counterions. The importance of these parameters is given by

the repulsive electrostatic interactions between the charges along the polymeric backbone,

which result in a stretched chain conformation in aqueous medium or in electrolyte solu-

tions with low ionic strength. The stiffness of a polymer can be described by the persistence

length qp, which is the length over which the chain remains stretched. The persistence length

of polyelectrolytes is given as the sum of the steric persistence length q0 that an uncharged

polymer would have and the electrostatic contribution qe,

qp = q0 +qe . (2.1)

The electrostatic contribution to the persistence length is given by

qe =
lB
4

( −1

leff

)2

(2.2)

with the Bjerrum length lB, the Debye length −1 and the effective distance between charges

leff [9]. The Bjerrum length relates the electrostatic interaction energy with the thermal

energy according to

lB =
e2

4 kT
(2.3)

with the elementary charge e, the dielectric constant of the solvent and the thermal energy

kT . The Bjerrum length is defined as the distance between charges at which the electrostatic

interaction equals the thermal energy, which is lB = 0.7 nm at room temperature for water.

The distribution of counterions depends significantly on the interaction strength among the

charged units. Counterion condensation occurs, if the distance between charges on the chain

is smaller than the Bjerrum length (Manning condensation).

The electrostatic interactions can be influenced by the charge density of the polyelectrolytes

and by the screening of charges due to electrolytes in solution. When the ionic strength of

a solution is increased, the charges along the polymeric backbone are screened. This can

promote a change from a rodlike to a coiled conformation of the polyelectrolyte [9–11]. The

4
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ionic strength of the solution is related with the electrostatic potential of a charge by the

Debye length −1, which is defined as

−1 = (8 lBcn)
− 1

2 (2.4)

with the number concentration of salt molecules per unit volume cn. The Debye length is

the characteristic length of the exponential decay of the electrostatic potential of a charge

with increasing distance. A more detailed description of the behavior of polyelectrolytes in

solution is given in [10–12].

2.1.2 Weak and strong polyelectrolytes

For strong polyelectrolytes the charge density along the chains is given by the density of

dissociable groups. For weak polyelectrolytes the charge of the chain is not fixed but the

degree of dissociation of the ionizable groups is determined by the external pH. For a weak

polyacid (as well as for the conjugate acid of a weak polybase) the charge density is governed

by the acid-base equilibrium

HA � A− + H+ (2.5)

with the uncharged polyelectrolyte segment HA, the negatively charged segment A− and the

proton H+. In contrast to dilute solutions of monoacids or monobases, in weak polyelec-

trolytes each functional group is influenced by all other groups of the polymer due to their

electrostatic interactions. In principle, each binding site for a proton has a different equilib-

rium constant, depending on the surrounding. Furthermore, the acidity of polymeric acids

decreases during the dissociation because of the electrostatic effect of the increasing charge

of the polymeric anion, that depends largely on the distance between the acid groups of the

polymer. The overall equilibrium of the dissociation is summarized in one single apparent

equilibrium constant Kapp, that is given by

Kapp =
[H+][A−]

[HA]
, (2.6)

and the degree of dissociation is usually defined as

=
[A−]

[A−]+ [HA]
. (2.7)

The apparent dissociation constant is generally expressed as its negative base-10 logarithm

pKapp, which is given by a modified Henderson-Hasselbach equation that takes into account

the electrostatic interaction along the chain by an empirical parameter n [13, 14],

pKapp = pH−n · log
(

1−

)
. (2.8)

5
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The pKapp depends on the dissociation degree , the pH and the ionic strength of the solution.

On the other hand, the intrinsic equilibrium constant pKi corresponds to the intrinsic strength

of the acid groups of the polymer, i.e. in the limiting value for zero degree of ionization and

is independent of pH and ionic strength.

2.2 Polyelectrolyte complexes

Polyelectrolyte complexes are formed when a solution of a polycation is mixed with a

polyanion solution. The complexation results in precipitation of the polyelectrolytes. A

1:1 stoichiometry is often found for strong polyelectrolytes. In addition to Coulombic inter-

action the driving force of this reaction is the gain in entropy from the release of counterions

of the individual polyelectrolytes. The formation of polyelectrolyte complexes depends on

the electrostatic interaction of oppositely charged groups. Screening of these moieties by

increasing the ionic strength of the solution results in a decrease of the ionic interactions.

The structure of the complex is given by the conformation of the polyelectrolytes in solu-

tion, as rearrangements of the chains after the formation of a complex are only possible to

a certain extent. At higher salt concentrations, the first fast formation step can be followed

by slower rearrangements, as the polymer chains are less strongly bound to each other due

to the increased screening of charges. Two different models for the structure of polyelec-

trolyte complexes have been proposed: The ladder-like structure with a conformation of the

polymer chains parallel to each other, which is favored when the individual polyelectrolytes

have a rod-like conformation in solution, and the scrambled egg model with an increased

interdigitation of the chains. In fact, there is often a mixture of both structures observed. A

detailed description of polyelectrolyte complexes can be found in [12, 15, 16]

2.3 Adsorption of polyelectrolytes at interfaces

The adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto a surface is governed by several parameters including

the charge density of the polyelectrolyte, the surface charge density as well as the relative

sign of the charges of both, the ionic strength and for weak polyelectrolytes the pH of the

solution. The structure of the adsorbed polymers is influenced by their conformation in

solution. When they are adsorbed from aqueous solution or an electrolyte solution of low

ionic strength, the stretched chains keep their elongated conformation and form a thin film of

polyelectrolyte rods. In contrast, the adsorption from a solution with increased ionic strength

results in a coiled structure of the polyelectrolytes on the surface. A schematic presentation

of the adsorption of a polyelectrolyte coil onto a surface is given in Figure 2.2.

6
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Figure 2.2: Schematic presentation of the adsorption of a polyelectrolyte chain onto a substrate.

Within the adsorbed coils it is possible to distinguish between different polymer segments.

Trains are segments in direct contact with the substrate, tails are chain-ends that dangle

into solution and loops are segments that have no contact with the substrate and connect

two trains. Several studies of the adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto charged surfaces have

shown that the surface charge can be reversed during the adsorption step. One explanation

for this behavior can be found in the existence of loops and tails, as charges along these

segments of the polyelectrolyte chain are not able to bind onto the substrate and therefore

lead to an inversion of the surface charge [17]. The adsorption of weak polyelectrolytes is

complicated by their variable degree of dissociation . Close to a surface, these polymers

self-adjust their degree of ionization to effectively neutralize the surface charge. Segments

adsorbed to an oppositely charged surface are more dissociated than in the bulk solution [18].

A more detailed treatment of the adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto surfaces is given in some

comprehensive reviews [9, 10, 17].

2.4 Layer-by-layer electrostatic self-assembly

2.4.1 Assembly of thin films on flat substrates

The layer-by-layer (LbL) technique is based on the alternating adsorption of cationic and

anionic substances onto a charged substrate via electrostatic interactions. One of the pre-

requisites for the formation of multilayers is the charge reversal after each adsorption step.

In 1966 Iler prepared multilayers by electrostatic interactions between colloidal anionic and

cationic particles [19]. But it was not until 1991, that Decher et al. systematically developed

the electrostatic LbL technique [1] and since then the preparation of multilayers has been

used for diverse applications [20,21]. The LbL assembly was first developed for the coating

of flat substrates. The principle of the alternating adsorption of polycations and polyanions

is schematically described in Figure 2.3. During the LbL assembly a negatively charged

substrate is exposed to a solution of a polycation for several minutes. The polyelectrolytes

adsorb on the surface and the excess of polymer is eliminated by washing steps. The adsorp-

tion of the polycation results in an overcompensation of the surface charge, leading to charge
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Figure 2.3: Simplified scheme for the construction of a multilayer of polyelectrolytes by the successive ad-

sorption of a polyanion and a polycation by the repetition of the cycle. Steps 1 and 3 represent the adsorption

of a polyanion and polycation, respectively, whereas steps 2 and 4 are washing steps [22].

reversal. After the washing step the now positively charged substrate is immersed into a

solution of polyanions, which adsorb onto the surface, resulting in a negatively charged sub-

strate. Again the polymer excess is removed with a washing step. This procedure can be

followed by consecutive circles, allowing for a stepwise growth of the architecture of a film

of polyelectrolytes.

Although the LbL technique is based on electrostatic attraction between positively and neg-

atively charged species the primary driving force is probably not enthalpy but entropy, as

complexation of the polyions by a charged surface liberates undissociated counterions, thus

increasing the entropy of the system. An additional gain in energy can occur due to sec-

ondary interactions, like hydrogen-bonding or hydrophobic interactions between the poly-

electrolytes [20, 23].

In contrast to polyelectrolyte complexes, the stepwise layering process provides control

about the structure, thickness, composition and interdigitation of different polyelectrolyte

layers. The sequence of different components in the film is given by the charge and the se-

quence of the adsorption. Nearly all sorts of planar surfaces as well as colloidal particles can

be used as substrates for the layering. In addition, there are nearly no restrictions concerning

the materials in such films, as long as it is possible to adsorb them onto a surface and the new

surface that results during the adsorption step bears functionalities that allow for the adsorp-

tion of the next layer. The LbL technique has been developed far beyond the polyelectrolyte

system and a wide range of application was found in the assembly of synthetic functional
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polymers with conductive, photo reactive, light emitting and redox active functionalities, as

well as liquid crystalline polyelectrolytes and polymers that allow for molecular recogni-

tion. Furthermore, different functional organic pigments as well as dendrimers were used

for the self-assembly. Charged nanoobjects like metal oxides, polyoxometalates, nanoparti-

cles, fullerenes and metal colloids were also applied. In addition to synthetic polymers and

colloidal particles many biological macromolecules such as proteins, enzymes, DNA and

charged polysaccharides, lipids as well as viruses were assembled by the LbL technique to

produce multicomposite materials [21, 24].

The film thickness increases with increasing number of adsorption cycles. Several studies

demonstrated that neighboring layers are not separated but exhibit an interpenetrated struc-

ture [22]. X-ray reflectometry only showed Kiessig fringes, that arise from the interference

of the X-ray beams that are reflected from the film-air interface and the substrate-film in-

terface [1, 25]. Neutron scattering experiments also showed only Kiessig fringes when all

polyanion layers were labeled with deuterium. However, Bragg peaks that are characteristic

for an internal layer structure were observed when only specific layer positions within the

films were deuterated [26, 27].

The growth of the layer thickness is not always linear with the number of cycles. It is pos-

sible to distinguish films with linear and with exponential growth. Films that show linear

increase in thickness are constructed in conditions in which the polyelectrolyte solution only

interacts with the polyelectrolytes of opposite charge at the external surface of the film. Lin-

ear growth is usually observed for strong polyelectrolytes, however, there are several reports

showing that the film thickness can increase more than linearly with the number of deposited

layers [28, 29]. Exponential growth was reported for several weak polyelectrolytes, partic-

ularly for multilayers that consisted of biopolymers [30, 31] and it was associated with an

assembly process involving the diffusion of at least one of the polyelectrolytes through the

whole film at each bilayer deposition step [32].

2.4.2 Preparation of hollow capsules

The LbL technique was also successfully applied for the adsorption of polyelectrolytes onto

colloidal particles [33]. The adsorption steps are similar to those for flat substrates, but the

removal of the excess of polyelectrolyte in solution has to be accomplished either by ultra-

filtration or centrifugation of the particles [34]. When centrifugation is used, the supernatant

is removed and the colloidal particles are redispersed in a washing solution. This washing

step is repeated several times before the next layer is adsorbed. In addition, it was shown

that it is also possible to assemble a multilayer by adding just the amount of polymer that

is needed to observe a surface charge reversal, thus allowing the assembly of multilayers
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without intermediate washing steps [5]. Hollow polyelectrolyte capsules can be obtained by

core dissolution after the deposition of several layers [5,6]. The multilayer assembly as well

as the core dissolution step are schematically described in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Scheme of the LbL deposition process on colloidal particles followed by core removal. The step-

wise film formation by repeated exposure of the template to differently charged polyelectrolytes is illustrated

in (a - d), and (e) shows the core dissolution, resulting in hollow polyelectrolyte capsules (f).

Many different templates have been used for the preparation of hollow polyelectrolyte cap-

sules [35]. Originally, weakly crosslinked melamine formaldehyde (MF) particles were ap-

plied that can be removed by treatment with HCl (pH < 1.6) or with dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) or N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) [36]. However, recent research results showed

that the molecular weight of the MF oligomers, products of acidic hydrolysis, depends on

the age of the MF particles and varies from 4 to 14 kDa [37]. Such high molecular weight

compounds can affect the integrity of the capsule wall during the dissolution process. Fur-

thermore, MF oligomers are positively charged because of the amino groups of melamine

and can form a complex with negatively charged wall components, making the amount of

MF bound to the capsule wall hard to control. These properties of the core material can

interfere with the stability and characteristics of polyelectrolyte capsules. The incomplete

elimination of MF oligomers formed during dissolution and their biological incompatibility

have strongly limited the use of this core material.

Another frequently used organic core material is polystyrene (PS), which is normally re-

moved with either tetrahydrofuran (THF) or DMF. It was shown lately that the organic sol-

vents used for the dissolution process lead to a structuring effect of the multilayer, thus also

changing the stability of the polyelectrolyte membranes [38].
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Examples of inorganic core materials are SiO2 and several carbonates [39]. SiO2 particles

were only used for the preparation of polyelectrolyte capsules that are stable in acidic con-

ditions [40–44], because of the core dissolution with HF. Spherical CaCO3 microparticles

are another frequently used inorganic template [45]. They are biocompatible and can be

dissolved with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) in neutral conditions, which is a pre-

requisite for a variety of bioactive substances. Therefore, this core type is often used for

biological and medical applications. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) pictures of SiO2

and of CaCO3 microparticles with mean diameters around 5 m are shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: SEM micrographs of SiO2 (a), CaCO3 (b) and a broken CaCO3 particle (c).

Silica particles are rather monodisperse and have a smooth surface. In contrast, CaCO3 mi-

croparticles are polydisperse and have a porous structure that leads to a huge inner surface,

which can clearly be seen for a broken particle (see Figure 2.5 c). This porous structure

promotes the assembly of multilayers in the pores resulting in matrix-like polyelectrolyte

capsules that can have negative effects on some applications [45].

2.5 Interactions within multilayers

2.5.1 Electrostatic interactions

When multilayers are assembled by electrostatic interactions, compounds that bear a min-

imum charge are required. Many publications have shown that there is a critical minimal

charge density below which no LbL assembly is possible [46–49]. However, in some cases

it was also shown that a multilayer can be formed when only a small fraction of charges

are present [50]. Thus, Laschewsky and coworkers proposed that the matching of charges is

more important for a regular growth than a critical charge density of the polymers [24, 51].

For combinations of strongly dissociating polyelectrolytes, charges between the polymers

are generally well matched, excluding small salt ions from the bulk of the film [27, 52]. As

electrostatic interactions are screened in solutions containing salt, the ionic strength has a
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huge influence on the assembly of multilayers as well as on the stability of preformed films.

The screening effect of salt ions is used to change the polymer conformation and thus tunes

the thickness of the assembled multilayer films [53, 54]. But a higher salt concentration can

also promote the dissolution of the layers. In addition to the adsorbed amount, the structure

of the films also depends on the salt concentration, resulting in rougher surfaces when the

ionic strength is increased [29]. Furthermore, there is an effect of increasing ionic strength

on preformed multilayers. Without additional salt, charges within a multilayer are mainly

compensated by polyelectrolytes of the opposite charge. When the ionic strength of the so-

lution is increased, the amount of segments that are charge compensated by salt counterions

increases and the amount of polyelectrolyte ion pairs decreases according to the following

relation [55],

Pol+Pol−(m) + Na+(aq) +Cl−(aq) � Pol+Cl−(m) + Pol−Na+(m) (2.9)

with (m) denoting the multilayer and (aq) the surrounding solution. This results in a swelling

and smoothing of polyelectrolyte multilayers adsorbed on flat substrates [55, 56].

Polyelectrolyte capsules, in contrast, show a pronounced shrinking effect upon addition of

salt. Higher salt concentrations are known to enhance the mobility of charge-paired polyelec-

trolyte chains, thus allowing them to adopt a thermodynamically preferred conformation. It

is assumed that the driving force of the shrinking of polyelectrolyte capsules is the reduction

of the surface energy [57, 58].

2.5.2 Hydrophobic interactions

Kotov analyzed the contribution of hydrophobic interactions during the LbL adsorption. In

this analysis the free energy of the adsorption of a polycation on top of a surface of a polyan-

ion has several independent contributions, namely the liberation of counterions, the partial

disappearance of the hydration sphere around the polyelectrolyte, the complexation of the

polyelectrolytes and short-range van der Waals interactions. This analysis suggests, that

without the participation of hydrophobic interactions no polyelectrolyte adsorption could be

observed [23]. Dubas et al. investigated the influence of the hydrophobicity of counterions

of polyelectrolytes on film parameters [54]. Laschewsky and coworkers examined the role of

hydrophobic interactions for applications of the LbL technique. They showed that hydropho-

bic polyelectrolytes, which are associated in solution, can be separated upon adsorption on a

charged surface and form stable multilayers [59].
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2.5.3 Hydrogen-bonding interactions

In addition to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen-bonds can also play an

important role in the formation of multilayers. Intermolecular hydrogen-bonds occur be-

tween H atoms, that are covalently bound to electronegative atoms like oxygen or nitrogen,

and free electron pairs of other strongly electronegative atoms of a neighboring molecule.

In 1997 Stockton and Rubner first demonstrated that these interactions can be used for the

LbL assembly [2]. Since then several pairs of polymers have been successfully used in the

self-assembly process [60,61]. H-bonded multilayers were also assembled using weak poly-

acids at low pH, followed by pH changes to induce charges within the layers. Moreover,

it was recently shown that hollow capsules made from H-bonding multilayers can be ob-

tained [44]. These applications of thin films stabilized by hydrogen-bonding interactions

will be discussed in detail in Section 2.6.2.

2.5.4 Specific interactions

Multilayers cannot only be formed by electrostatic interactions, but it is also possible to

use specific recognition between molecules for the assembly of multilayers. This can be

achieved by means of biological affinity including biotin-avidin and sugar-lectin interactions.

The interaction between the proteins avidin or streptavidin and biotin was applied in several

studies for the assembly of multilayered thin films [3, 62, 63]. The binding of carbohydrates

by lectins, e.g. concanavalin A (Con A) was also used for the assembly of multilayers that

were not stabilized by electrostatic interactions. Con A possesses four binding sites for its

ligand D-glucose and allows for the binding of glycogen (branched polyglucose) [4].

2.6 Stimuli-responsive multilayer thin films

2.6.1 Incorporation of stimuli-sensitive polymers into multilayers

Stimuli-sensitive multilayers have gathered major scientific interest in different areas such

as drug delivery, diagnostics and sensing. Many different polymer films and capsules that

are responsive to a variety of external stimuli such as pH, ionic strength, light, temperature

and magnetic field have been reported [7,8]. The following two sections will concentrate on

pH-responsive multilayers that are stabilized by electrostatic and / or H-bonding interactions

and on one example of chemical stimuli, namely saccharide-sensing, as the stimuli-sensitive

microcapsules presented in this work are examples of pH- and sugar-responsive systems.
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2.6.2 Weak polyelectrolytes for pH-sensitive multilayers

Electrostatically stabilized multilayers

Multilayers that are composed of weak polyelectrolytes show many different pH-dependent

properties, since the linear charge density along the polymer chain is a function of the pH. As

polyelectrolyte multilayers are permeable for protons [64], the electrostatic interactions be-

tween the layers can be tuned by changing the pH of the solution. In dependence on the local

surrounding a weak polyelectrolyte can adjust its charge to maximize the charge compensa-

tion in a film, resulting in changes of the pKapp within polyelectrolyte multilayers [64–68].

Xie and Granick investigated the ionization degree of a weak polyacid beneath a multilayer

of strong polyelectrolytes. Depending on the presence of polycation or polyanion outer lay-

ers, the fraction of charged groups oscillated between 30 and 85 % to compensate for the

additional charge introduced by the top layer. The oscillations persisted with a deacy length

that far exceeded the Debye length of the aqueous solution, suggesting that this long range

electrostatic coupling stemmed from the presence of polyanions and polycations that were

fixed in space within the multilayer assembly rather than mobile [69, 70].

A well studied weak polyelectrolyte pair in literature is that of PAA and PAH. This poly-

mer combination was investigated in detail on flat substrates and examples of properties that

change with pH are layer thickness and roughness [71], film morphology and surface wet-

tability [72]. By changing the pH of the polyelectrolyte solutions during layer assembly

Shiratori et al. systematically changed the thickness of the adsorbed PAH and PAA layers.

These studies also showed that the roughness of the substrate can have an influence on the

thickness of the adsorbed layers. The pH-sensitive organization and thickness of adsorbed

layers was related to the pH-dependent charge density of the polyelectrolytes [71].

Micro- and nanoporosity in PAH/PAA multilayers was observed upon treatment by low pH

solutions [73] or changes in the ionic strength [74]. The pH-gated porosity transition was

used for tunable Bragg reflectors and humidity sensors, when layers of PAH/PAA were con-

fined between PAH/PSS layers [75]. PAH/PAA multilayers were also used to control the

transport of ions through membranes, and the ion transport selectivity could be enhanced by

an increase in the fixed charge density of the multilayers [76].

Uncompensated carboxylate groups within multilayers that were obtained by post-assembly

pH changes were also used as anchoring points for the assembly of nanoparticles within

weak polyelectrolyte films [77–79]. But not only multilayers composed of PAH and PAA

were studied for their pH-sensitive properties. Barrett and co-workers investigated the swel-

ling behavior of films composed of hyaluronic acid / PAH. Depending on the assembly con-

ditions these multilayers were found to swell as much as 8 times their dry thickness [80].
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There are many reports about the pH-dependent behavior of weak polyelectrolytes on flat

substrates, but only little is known about covered colloids or microcapsules with weak poly-

electrolyte shells.

Burke et al. studied the local dissociation constants of PAH and PAA in multilayer thin films

adsorbed onto colloidal silica particles [81] and the properties of these polyelectrolyte mul-

tilayers adsorbed on PS and MF templates were investigated by Kato et al. [82]. They found

that film growth as well as colloidal stability depend on the pH and ionic strength during the

adsorption steps, as the dissociation degree of both polyelectrolytes plays an important role

for regular multilayer growth. In addition, when PAH/PAA multilayers were assembled onto

MF particles, the template could be dissolved, resulting in hollow weak polyelectrolyte cap-

sules [82]. Gao et al. also focused on PAH/PAA capsules templated on MF templates, find-

ing that the stability of the capsules was a function of the exposure time to 0.1 M HCl [83].

Schütz and Caruso studied multilayers of weak polyelectrolytes adsorbed on PS and SiO2

cores [84], but in this case the template was only removed after the multilayers were cova-

lently crosslinked.

The above mentioned studies concentrated on polyelectrolyte multilayers that were assem-

bled of two weakly charged polyelectrolytes. But pH-responsive properties could also be

obtained when only one of the polyelectrolytes had a pH-dependent degree of ionization. A

well known example is PAH/PSS [85,86], a polymer combination that was also used in many

studies of polyelectrolyte capsules. Déjugnat et al. investigated the pH-dependent swelling

characteristics of PAH/PSS capsules depending on the template as well as on the molecular

weight and number of layers [38]. Vinogradova and coworkers examined the effect of pH on

the osmotically induced swelling and the stability of PAH/PSS capsules that were filled with

a strong polyanion and presented a theoretical model to explain the stable swollen state [87].

Multilayers stabilized by hydrogen-bonds

Electrostatically associated polymer multilayers and hydrogen-bonded films with weak poly-

acids or polybases show a reverse effect on internal ionization of the self-assembled weak

polyelectrolyte. Electrostatic interactions between a weak polyacid and a polycation lead to a

significant increase in the acid’s ionization due to extensive electrostatic pairing. Hydrogen-

bonding interactions, in contrast, stabilize the protonated form of a weak polyacid, resulting

in the suppression of ionization of the acid embedded within the film [88]. Furthermore,

unlike electrostatic interactions, hydrogen-bonding is not driven by a charge compensation

mechanism and an upper critical ionization degree can be found, above which self-assembled

films are not stable. This is complementary to the lower critical charge density in electrostat-

ically stabilized multilayers.
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The assembly of the weak polyacids PAA and PMA with uncharged polymers capable of

undergoing hydrogen-bond interactions, e.g. poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), poly(acrylamide)

(PAAm) and poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON) was studied in detail. With these polymer

combinations stable multilayers could be obtained in the acidic pH range and the result-

ing films were sensitive to pH changes because of the generation of electrostatic repulsion

between the layers within the films [88–90]. As for electrostatically stabilized multilayers

of weak polyelectrolytes, post-assembly pH changes could induce uncompensated negative

charges. These were used for adsorption and release studies of positively charged dyes [91]

and for the preparation of nanoparticles within thin films [92]. Multilayers of P4VP and PAA

resulted in microporous films when they were exposed to basic solutions [93].

Some recent publications also reported on hydrogen-bonded hollow capsules that were pre-

pared from polymer combinations of PMA with PVPON and PEO by templating them on

silica, AgCl and CdCO3 particles [43, 94, 95]. The stability of these capsules was shown to

be in the same range as for the corresponding flat multilayers. Enhanced stability in neutral

and basic conditions could be obtained by introducing covalent crosslinks within the mul-

tilayer wall [94]. Furthermore, hollow hydrogel capsules composed only of PMA could be

obtained when PMA layers within hydrogen-bonded shells were crosslinked with ethylene-

diamine and exposed to high pH solutions [96]. Rubner and coworkers prepared micro-

capsules based on hydrogen-bonded multilayers of PAA and PAAm that were subsequently

crosslinked [92]. These crosslinked PAA and PAAm multilayers have recently shown much

promise for biomedical applications as they exhibited resistance toward cell adhesion [97].

Multilayers stabilized by H-bonds and electrostatic interactions

The interplay between electrostatic and hydrogen-bond interactions for the generation of

stable multilayered films was studied with quarternized poly(4-vinylpyridine) (QP4VP) with

different alkylation degrees ranging from 12 to 98 % and PMA [66]. The stability of multi-

layers of QP4VP and PMA in salt solution was investigated with different ionization degrees

of QP4VP, and the multilayer growth was also correlated with phase separation in solu-

tion [98, 99]. Kharlampieva et al. stabilized hydrogen-bonded films at neutral pH by com-

bining centers for electrostatic and H-bond interactions in a copolymer of acrylamide and

dimethyldiallylammonium chloride and layering it with PMA [100]. The incorporation of

P4VP/PAA layers in PAH/PAA flat multilayers resulted in H-bonded film domains that were

sandwiched between electrostatically stabilized ones and led to changes of the pH-dependent

destruction of the films [101]. When PAA was self-assembled with blends of P4VP and PAH,

the selective removal of P4VP at high pH resulted in the formation of nanopores in the range

of 10 to 50 nm [102].
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2.6.3 Multilayer films for saccharide-sensing

Glucose-responsive multilayers

Many stimuli-responsive multilayers that change characteristic physicochemical properties

in dependence on various types of stimuli like temperature, pH, ionic strength, light and

magnetic field have been prepared. However, only few examples can be found that use the

response to chemical stimuli, i.e. concentration changes of certain molecules in the environ-

ment. A challenging class of such chemical stimuli that may have a great impact on medical

applications and industrial processes are carbohydrates.

The enzymatic reaction of glucose with glucose oxidase (GOD) to gluconic acid and H2O2

has been used for the sensing of glucose by the incorporation of GOD within polyelectrolyte

multilayers on flat surfaces [103,104], as well as on colloidal particles [105, 106].

When multilayers were assembled with the specific interaction between glycogen and

Con A (see Section 2.5.4), the competitive binding of glucose and glycogen with Con A

could be used to decompose the thin films [107]. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer was

used to study the displacement of fluorescein labeled dextran from rhodamine labeled

Con A within the shells of microcapsules, when glucose was added to the solution [108].

Recently De Geest et al. prepared glucose-sensitive capsules by the assembly of a copolymer

of dimethyl-aminoethyl-acrylate and acrylamidophenylboronic acid with PSS. The authors

presented a concept that proposed a glucose-induced change in the electrostatic interactions

between the polyanion and the phenylboronic acid containing polycation [109].

Interactions between boronic acid and saccharides

The formation of multilayers by the binding of phenylboronic acid moieties to a polysac-

charide will be studied in Chapter 6. Therefore, this section describes the mechanism of the

binding between boronic acids with diols and some applications of this reaction in the field

of saccharide sensing.

In 1959, Lorand presented a quantitative study of the esterification of various diol-containing

substances with arylboronic acids [110] and since then applications of this reversible reaction

have been investigated in organic synthesis. Boronic acids are Lewis acids and the trigonal

boronic acid can react with hydroxide ions to form tetrahedral boronate ions. Boronic acids

react with 1,2- or 1,3-diols to form five- or six-membered cyclic esters in aqueous solu-

tion. Although covalent bonds are formed, the reaction that produces the esters is reversible,

which makes it an ideal interaction in sensor design. The mechanism of the diol binding is

given in Figure 2.6. The formation and dissociation of cyclic boronic acid esters with diols

is believed to follow the mechanism that is indicated by the large arrows. Upon addition of
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Figure 2.6: Equilibria between phenylboronic acids and diols in aqueous solution.

a diol, the charged phenylboronate can build a stable complex through the formation of a re-

versible covalent bond, whereas the complex between the uncharged phenylboronic acid and

the diol is quite unstable with a high susceptibility to hydrolysis. The complexation between

molecules containing planar diols and two of the hydroxyls on the boronate stabilizes the

charged form of the Lewis acid. This leads to an apparent shift in the Lewis acids pKa in the

acidic direction, therefore pKa(2) is 2 - 4 units lower than pKa(1) [110,111].

The pH of the environment strongly affects the sensitivity of phenylboronic acid compounds

to carbohydrates, as the amount of the tetrahedral boronate ion increases with pH, however,

the equilibrium position strongly depends on the structure of the boronic acid and the diol.

A systematic examination of the binding between boronic acids with various diols was con-

ducted by Springsteen et al. [111]. The affinity of phenylboronic acids to different diols de-

pends on their structural features, especially the O-C-C-O dihedral angle.1H- and 13C-NMR

studies revealed a five-membered ring containing 1,2-cis-hydroxyls involved in the complex-

ation of D-glucose and D-fructose corresponding to the -furanose form of D-fructose and

the -furanose form of D-glucose [112]. These findings suggest that complexation occurs

preferentially with the cis-hydroxyls and the anomeric hydroxyl under neutral conditions and

that the geometry of the five-membered ring is important.

Therefore, the selectivity of the boronic acid complexation for various saccharides is partly

influenced by their isomeric composition in aqueous solution. When a saccharide is dis-

solved in water, mutarotation, which can occur on a time scale of minutes, leads to an equi-

librium mixture of four forms, -pyranose, -pyranose, -furanose and -furanose.
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The equilibrium distribution of D-glucose in neutral conditions is 39.4, 60.2, 0.2 and

0.21 %, respectively, and the distribution for D-fructose is 2.0, 68, 6.0, 23 % [113].

Detailed studies have shown that the selectivity of 1,2-diols decreases in the order five-

membered-cis > six-membered-cis > six-membered-trans isomers [113]. Monoboronic acids

have a higher affinity for the binding of fructose over glucose, diboronic acid compounds

with the proper distance and orientation that are complementary to the two pairs of diols on

glucose bind glucose with high affinity and selectivity [114].

The reaction between boronic acid moieties and diols has led to the development of a vast

variety of sensor systems for carbohydrates. The achievements in the design of these sensors

have been covered by several review articles [114–118]. In addition to the achievements in

the design of low molecular weight boronic acid sensors, these moieties were also incorpo-

rated into hydrogels as sensing matrices for glucose [119]. The degree of swelling of the

hydrogels upon binding of glucose was used for the quantitative analysis of this carbohy-

drate. Additionally, hydrogels combining centers for carbohydrate-sensing with temperature

responsive moieties were reported [120].

2.7 Permeability of polyelectrolyte capsules

2.7.1 Permeability for low and high molecular weight compounds

The permeability of different types of capsules for compounds with low and high molec-

ular weight has been studied in detail, and an overview is given in several review arti-

cles [121, 122]. Polyelectrolyte multilayer capsules show a semipermeable behavior. They

are permeable for small molecules like fluorescent dyes, whereas polymers with higher

molecular weight are excluded from the capsule interior [123, 124]. The determination of

diffusion coefficients through the capsule wall depends on the conditions used for the disso-

lution of the core material. The core dissolution step is known to affect the properties of the

capsule shell, so that different template materials change the permeability properties of the

resulting capsules. For example, capsules composed of 8 layers of PAH and PSS templated

on MF cores have shown a permeability of around 8 ·10−7 m/s [125], which is several orders

of magnitude higher than the one observed for flat multilayers of the same polyelectrolyte

pair [126]. These differences were attributed to the formation of pores during the core dis-

solution process. The permeability of polyelectrolyte microcapsules templated on MF was

reduced by the adsorption of additional layers after the core removal [125] or increasing

temperature [127]. The permeability of PAH/PSS multilayers was also studied by using flu-

orescein particles at low pH as a template for the adsorption of multilayers, followed by the
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dissolution of this dye in neutral pH conditions. Also in this case the permeability of the mul-

tilayer for fluorescein decreased with the assembly of additional layers [128]. An increase

of the ionic strength led to an increased permeability of the multilayer for fluorescein due

to structural changes of the polyelectrolyte membrane [129]. Moreover, the permeability

of polyelectrolyte capsules for small polar molecules could be significantly reduced when

lipid membranes [130] and cholesterol were assembled on top of the polyelectrolyte cap-

sules [131].

The semipermeability of polyelectrolyte multilayers can be used to reversibly switch the per-

meability for macromolecules depending on several stimuli. Examples are the increased per-

meability of PAH/PSS multilayers to polycations like PAH with increased ionic

strength [124] or the permeability changes for macromolecules observed by changes in sol-

vent polarity [132].

When multilayers are assembled with a weak polyelectrolyte like PAH, post-assembly pH

shifts can induce additional charges within the multilayers, resulting in changes in the shell

morphology and permeability. pH-induced permeability changes were studied in detail for

PAH/PSS capsules templated on MF particles and several carbonates [133, 134], as well

as on PS cores [135]. Recently, Tong et al. reported on stable weak polyelectrolyte mi-

crocapsules composed of poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) and PAA that were crosslinked with

glutaraldehyde, leading to permeability changes at low pH [136]. The pH-controlled perme-

ability of hydrogen-bonded capsules was investigated by Kozlovskaya et al. [137].

In the work conducted here, the pH-dependent stability of weak polyelectrolyte capsules was

investigated and the multilayer stability was related to permeability changes of the capsule

wall for glucose as an example of a low molecular weight compound.

2.7.2 Capsules as encapsulation vehicles

Different approaches have been used for the loading of polyelectrolyte capsules with sub-

stances of low and high molecular weight [122]. One possibility is the formation of micropar-

ticles of the substance to be encapsulated, followed by the assembly of polyelectrolyte mul-

tilayers. This strategy was followed for several drug [138] and dye microcrystals [128,139],

as well as protein aggregates [140].

The porous structure of CaCO3 templates was also used for the physical adsorption of poly-

mers and proteins into the pores prior to multilayer formation [141,142]. In addition, CaCO3

particles could also be used for the coprecipitation of several biomolecules during the parti-

cle fabrication process [143].

Radtchenko et al. assembled polyelectrolyte capsules that consisted of a decomposable inner

shell and a stable outer wall. The inner shell could selectively be destroyed after decompo-
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sition of the core material, resulting in encapsulated polymers [144]. It was either formed

by the alternate assembly of multivalent ions with oppositely charged polyelectrolytes or by

surface-controlled precipitation on the colloidal particles [145].

Another encapsulation technique that uses the semipermeable properties of polyelectrolyte

membranes was shown by Dähne et al. [146]. They encapsulated polymeric material by

a polymerization reaction inside microcapsules. Whereas the monomeric units can diffuse

through the membrane of the capsules, the polymeric product is trapped in the capsule inte-

rior.

The possibility to switch the permeability of the capsule wall for macromolecules provides

another method for the encapsulation and release of various substances. Following this strat-

egy, many polymers were encapsulated by changes in pH, temperature, ionic strength or

dielectric constant of the surrounding medium [132–136].

In this work, the reversible permeability changes with pH were used for the encapsulation of

FITC-dextran in the neutral pH-range.
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3.1 UV-VIS Spectroscopy

Molecules absorb energy in the ultraviolet or visible range ( = 200 - 800 nm), if the energy

of the radiation coincides with the energy difference between the electronic ground state and

an electronic excited state of the molecule. If light with an intensity I0 gets into contact

with an absorbing medium, there is some loss in intensity due to scattering and reflection.

In addition, the transmitted light has a reduced intensity I due to absorption (Iabs) in the

medium,

I = I0− Iabs . (3.1)

In dilute solutions, if reflexion and scattering effects can be neglected, the relationship be-

tween I and I0 can be described by the Lambert-Beer-Law,

A( ) = log
I0( )

I( )
= ( )cd (3.2)

with the measured absorbance A( ), the intensity of the incident light at a given wavelength

I0( ), the transmitted intensity I( ), the path length through the sample d, the concentration

of the absorbing species c and the molar extinction coefficient . For each species in a given

solvent at a certain temperature, ( ) is a constant. Due to the linear relationship between the

absorbance and the concentration of a substance, it is possible to evaluate the concentration

of an absorbing species with its UV-VIS spectrum [147,148].

3.2 Fluorescence Spectroscopy

In Fluorescence Spectroscopy, the emission of radiation from molecules in their electronic

excited states can be measured. The absorption of light in the UV-VIS range excites a

molecule in different vibrational states of a higher electronic state. This molecule can re-

lax by various competing pathways. It can, e.g. take part in a chemical reaction, transfer an

electron to a neighboring molecule, or undergo non-radiative relaxation, in which the energy

is dissipated to surrounding molecules in form of rotational, vibrational or translational en-

ergy. First of all, this results in a vibrational relaxation (VR) of the excited molecule to the
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vibrational ground state of an excited electronic state. The energy of the electronic transition

can be lost either by non-radiative relaxation (internal conversion, IC) or by the emission

of a photon (fluorescence). The wavelength of this photon depends on the vibrational state

of the electronic ground state where the transition finishes. Therefore the structure of the

emission spectrum depends on the vibrational states of the electronic ground state. The shift

in the wavelength of the fluorescence light compared to the excitation wavelength is due to

non-radiative energy losses in the excited electronic state. Figure 3.1 illustrates the different

processes that can occur after the absorption of light in a Jablonski diagram.

Figure 3.1: Jablonski diagram of the absorption and subsequent radiative and non-radiative decay pathways

for an electronically excited molecule (VR: vibrational relaxation, ISC: intersystem crossing, IC: internal con-

version).

In addition to fluorescence, intersystem crossing (ISC) that changes the spin multiplicity

from singlet to triplet is also shown. The excited triplet state can either relax through in-

ternal conversion or emission of a photon (phosphorescence). In contrast to fluorescence,

phosphorescence changes the spin multiplicity of the system. Like in UV-VIS absorption the

fluorescence intensity is proportional to the concentration of the fluorophores over a wide

range of concentrations [148,149].

3.3 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) is an important method for obtaining high

resolution images and 3D-reconstructions of biological samples. The key feature of CLSM

is to reject out-of-focus light, which results in blur-free images of thick specimen at various

depths. A scheme of the CLSM is given in Figure 3.2. In a confocal microscope, light from

a laser passes through a small pinhole and is reflected by a beam splitter onto an objective
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Figure 3.2: Schematic presentation of a confocal microscope with two different positions of the sample, in

focus (left) and out of focus (right).

lens. The objective lens focuses the laser beam onto a fluorescing sample. Fluorescence

light and reflected laser light from a small volume of the sample passes through the objective

and is separated by a beam splitter, that reflects the laser light and transmits fluorescent

light of larger wavelength to the detector. The fluorescing light is focused through a second

pinhole onto the detector. The sample is located in the focal plane of both pinholes, thus

only allowing light from a small focal volume of the sample to pass through to the detector

and rejecting out of plane light. Light rays from below the focal plane focus in front of the

detector pinhole, whereas light reflected from above the focal plane focus behind the pinhole.

In this way most light from out of focus planes is blocked from reaching the detector. Only

one point of the sample is illuminated and detected at the same time, so that the image is

scanned point-by-point and reconstructed by a computer. Information from different depths

of the sample can be obtained by changing the height of the specimen. The advantages of

a confocal microscope compared to a normal fluorescence microscope are the higher axial

and lateral resolution and the decreased background noise. Due to the high axial resolution

pictures at various depths of a sample can be taken and reconstructed to 3D images [150].
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3.4 Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy is based on the measurement of vibrational transitions between

the ground state and an excited state in a molecule. The changes in vibrational energy are

due to radiation in the spectral region of mid infrared (400 - 4000 cm−1). The absorption or

emission of an infrared wave changes the vibrational energy of a molecule,

E = E2−E1 = h = hc ˜ (3.3)

with the initial and final energy E1 and E2, the Planck constant h, the velocity of light c, the

frequency of the vibration (s−1) and the wavenumber ˜ (cm−1). A polyatomic molecule

with N atoms has 3N− 6 normal modes of vibration (3N− 5 for a linear molecule), each

mode of vibration having a defined vibrational frequency. In order for a vibrational mode in

a molecule to be IR active, it must be associated with changes in the dipole moment.

The vibrations can be understood with the model of the harmonic oscillator, in which the

covalent bond is represented by a spring binding two masses. For a diatomic molecule the

frequency of the vibration of such an oscillator depends on the mass of the atoms and the

force of the binding, which is represented by the force constant k,

=
1
2

√
k

(3.4)

where is the fundamental frequency and = m1m2
m1+m2

is the reduced mass of the oscillator

between the masses m1 and m2. One consequence of this relation is that the vibration of

heavy atoms in comparison to light atoms occurs at smaller wavenumbers.

The characteristic vibrations of covalent bonds can be classified in two distinct groups:

1. stretching vibrations, which change the bond length:

a) symmetric stretching

b) asymmetric stretching

2. bending vibrations, which change the angle between two bonds:

a) wagging vibrations

b) scissoring vibrations

c) rocking vibrations

d) twisting vibrations

The vibrational spectrum of a molecule is a fingerprint of this substance. In addition, differ-

ent functional groups of a molecule have characteristic vibrational frequencies, which can be

assigned to absorption bands in the IR spectrum [147,148].
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3.5 Measurement of the electrophoretic mobility

3.5.1 The electric double layer

The ionic environment of a surface organizes itself to maintain electroneutrality in the sys-

tem. Therefore, ions with opposite charge to the ones on the surface are attracted by Coulomb

interactions and identically charged ions are repelled. Due to thermal motion, charges are

not fixed but form a cloud near the interface. The electric potential varies as a function of the

distance to the surface. Different models have been applied for the description of the double

layer [151].

Gouy-Chapman model

The theory of the double layer was initially proposed by Gouy and Chapman. They suggested

a diffuse layer in the vicinity of a charged surface with properties different from those of

the bulk. In this diffuse layer the distribution of ions is determined by the electrostatic

interactions with the surface and the thermal motion of the ions. For low potentials (Debye-

Hückel approximation) the potential decays exponentially from its value at the surface to

the value in the bulk of the solution, defined as zero,

= 0 exp(− x) (3.5)

with the potential at the surface 0, the normal distance to the surface x and the Debye

length −1. The decay of the electrostatic potential depends on the amount of free charges in

solution (see p. 5). In this model, ions are considered to be point charges. In the vicinity of

the charged surface this hypothesis is not satisfying, so that a model that takes into account

the finite size of ions has been developed.

Stern model

In the model that was introduced by Stern, the solid / liquid interface is assumed to be

composed of two different parts. In the inner compact layer with a thickness d (Stern-Layer)

the ions have a fixed distance to the surface, and the characteristics of the outer diffuse layer

are the same as in the Gouy-Chapman model. This results in a potential with a linear and

an exponential part. A scheme of this model is given in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of the Stern model (left), including the Stern and Gouy-Chapman layer, as well as the

shear plane. The diagram on the right shows the electrostatic potential as a function of the distance to the

surface.

3.5.2 Determination of the -potential

The surface charge of a colloidal particle can be determined by the electrophoretic mobility

of this particle in an electric field. In solutions, charged particles are surrounded by a thin

layer of solvent molecules and ions (Stern layer and Gouy-Chapman layer) that compensate

the surface potential of the particles. Depending on the velocity of the movement of the

particles, the diffuse Gouy-Chapman layer is partially removed. It is not possible to measure

the potential at the surface directly, instead the effective surface potential at the shear plane

of the colloidal particle is measured, which is the sum of the surface potential of the particles

and the potential of the surrounding ions and solvent layer. The shear plane is defined as

the plane between the solution, which is moved relative to the surface and the fixed ion and

solvent layer on the surface (see Figure 3.3). The -potential is defined as the potential at the

shear plane. The -potential can be determined with microelectrophoresis from the move-

ment of colloidal particles in an electric field . The electrophoretic mobility u of the particles

in a given electric field E can be transformed into the -potential using the Smoluchowski

equation, if the viscosity and the dielectric constant of the solvent are known,

=
u
E

. (3.6)
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3.6 Single Particle Light Scattering

Single Particle Light Scattering (SPLS) is a static scattering method based on the measure-

ment of individual particles. It allows for the determination of both the particle size distri-

bution and the concentration of particles in a dispersion. As it is possible to measure small

differences in the size of particles with diameters in the range from 300 nm to 1 m, this

method can be used to determine the increase in multilayer thickness during the adsorption

steps. For the measurement, a particle suspension is confined into a narrow stream by means

of a capillary and hydrodynamic focusing. Laser light is focused onto this particle stream,

and the intensity distribution of forward scattering within an angle of 5 - 10◦ is recorded.

A beam stop blocks the primary beam. Scattered light of single particles is measured with

a photomultiplier and registered by a multichannel analyzer. The mean layer thicknesses

of polyelectrolyte multilayers on colloidal particles can be determined with the Mie-Theory

from the maximum of the intensity histogram with a precision of ± 1 nm [152].

3.7 Quartz Crystal Microbalance

The technique of Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) is an ideal tool for studying the ad-

sorption of substances onto a surface. It commonly provides mass measuring sensitivity in

the nanogram range. A QCM uses the principle that a piezoelectric quartz crystal changes its

oscillation frequency when mass is deposited onto or depleted from the crystal surface. On

both sides of the quartz plate a small layer of gold is deposited, which serves as an electrode.

In applying a difference in potential between the two electrodes, an oscillating movement is

induced. The QCM allows to measure changes in the fundamental frequency F1 of the quartz

plate and at all its odd harmonics F (with being a positive odd integer). According to the

Sauerbrey equation the frequency changes F can be related to the mass adsorbed onto the

crystal [153],
F

= − 2F1
2

A
√

q q
m (3.7)

with the change in resonance frequency F , resulting from a change in mass m, the shear

modulus of quartz q (2.947 · 1010 kgm−1s−2), the density of quartz q (2648 kgm−3) and

the electrode area A. This relation is valid for the deposition of a rigid material in contact

with vacuum. The oscillation behavior of a QCM in liquids does not only depend on the

properties of the quartz and the deposited material but also on the density and viscosity of the

liquid medium. In liquid phase, the Sauerbrey equation does often not predict the adsorbed

mass correctly [154]. When a viscoelastic material like a polymer film is deposited onto the

quartz crystal, the response is even more complicated. Then, the frequency change is also
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influenced by the viscosity and the elasticity modulus of the deposited substance. When the

adsorbed material on the crystal is in contact with a fluid, the oscillating mass does not only

include the deposited material that builds the film, but also the fluid that is present within the

layers. By collecting both the dissipation and the resonance frequency of a quartz crystal it

is possible to extract the viscoelastic properties of the film by modeling [155,156].

3.8 Atomic Force Microscopy

With Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) surface topographies and surface structures can be

characterized with a resolution in the nanometer range. The method was developed in the

1980s by Binnig et al. and uses the interactions between a tip and a sample for surface

analysis [157]. The interactions between the tip and the sample include attractive van der

Waals interactions and capillary forces, repulsive steric forces and Coulomb interactions that

can be either attractive or repulsive. A combination of these different interactions is observed

with AFM. During an AFM experiment, the sample surface is scanned with a sharp tip that

is mounted on the end of a cantilever. The force on the tip can be measured as a deflection

of the cantilever, which is optically detected by the movement of a focused laser beam on

the back of the cantilever. The sample is placed on a piezo-element and approaches the tip

until there is an interaction between the tip and the surface that results in a deflection of

the cantilever. Due to the horizontal movements of the piezo-elements the sample surface

is scanned, and the force between the tip and the surface is kept constant with a feedback

mechanism and converted in a height profile of the sample.

In contact mode AFM the tip is in continuous contact with the surface and mainly short range

repulsive interactions are detected. Thus, high tip to sample forces and the presence of lateral

forces can lead to mechanical deformation of the surface. Because of this disadvantage, soft

materials, like polymer surfaces, are usually studied in tapping mode AFM. In this mode the

sample is investigated with an oscillating tip and the short intermittent contacts minimize

the inelastic deformations of the surface. Here, the cantilever is excited near its resonance

frequency to a sinusoidal oscillation. When it approaches the surface of the sample, the

interactions between the tip and the sample dampen the amplitude of the oscillation. The

height profile is recorded by keeping this damping constant [158, 159].
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3.9 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides information about colloidal particles and

dried capsules, as well as the structure and morphology of the capsule wall. The sample

is illuminated with electrons that are accelerated in an electric field with a voltage U . The

kinetic energy Ekin of the electrons is given by

Ekin = eU =
1
2
mev

2 (3.8)

with the velocity v of the electrons, their mass me and the elementary charge e. The velocity

of a material particle can be transformed into a wavelength ,

=
h

mev
(3.9)

with the Planck constant h. Depending on the velocity of the electrons, the resolution of an

electron microscope is increased by several orders of magnitude compared to the resolution

of a light microscope. To obtain such a high resolution, electron microscopes are usually

operated in vacuum to avoid the collision of electrons with gas molecules. In scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) the sample surface is scanned with a focused electron beam. The

interactions of the electrons with the sample lead to back-scattered electrons and scattered

secondary electrons as well as X-rays. For microscopic applications, the scattered secondary

electrons are detected [149].
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4.1 Materials

Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) (Mw = 70 kDa), poly(methacrylic acid sodium salt)

(PMA) (Mw = 75.1 kDa and Mw = 790 kDa), mannan (from Saccharomyces cerevisiae),

poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) (Mw = 60 kDa), albumin from bovine serum (BSA)

(Mw = 66 kDa), fluorescein isothiocyanate dextran (FITC-dextran) (Mw = 70 kDa and

Mw = 4 kDa), methanol, ethanol, hydrofluoric acid (HF), ammoniumfluoride (NH4F), 4-(2-

hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulphonic acid (HEPES), sodium borate, disodium hydro-

gen phosphate, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (30 %), ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH)

(25 %), 3-(cyclohexylamino)-1-propanesulphonic acid (CAPS), 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-

3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (sulfo-

NHS), deuterium oxide (D2O) (99.9 atom% D), 3-aminophenylboronic acid hemisulfate salt,

dithiodiglycolic acid, D-fructose, D-glucose, D-galactose, D-mannose, rhodamine B amine

and tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich

(Taufkirchen, Germany).

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium chloride (NaCl), sodium car-

bonate (Na2CO3), calcium chloride (CaCl2) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium

salt (EDTA) were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).

Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) (Mw = 50 kDa, 25 % solution) and poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI)

(Mw = 70 kDa, branched, 30 % solution) were purchased from Polysciences Europe (Eppel-

heim, Germany).

Silicon oxide particles with mean diameters of 881 nm and 4.48 ± 0.26 m were obtained

from Microparticles GmbH (Berlin, Germany). Mucasol was obtained from Merz (Frank-

furt, Germany).

ZnSe substrates for IR-measurements were purchased from Korth Kristalle GmbH (Kiel,

Germany). Mica plates were purchased from Plano (Wetzlar, Germany) and QCM quartz

crystals (Q-SENSE-QSX301, 5 MHz) were obtained from L.O.T.-Oriel GmbH (Darmstadt,

Germany). Dialysis membranes with a molecular weight cut off of 12 - 14 kDa were ob-

tained from Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany).
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All chemicals were used without further purification. All solutions were prepared with wa-

ter from a three-stage Millipore Milli-Q Plus 185 purification system (Millipore, Bedford,

USA) with a resistivity higher than 18.2 M ·cm. The structural formulas of the differ-

ent polyelectrolytes and the carbohydrates used in this work are given in Figure 4.1 and

Figure 4.2, respectively.

Figure 4.1: Structural formulas of the different polyelectrolytes used. All polyelectrolytes are shown in their

charged forms.

Figure 4.2: Chemical formulas of the different carbohydrates used in this study.

4.2 Syntheses

4.2.1 Labeling of PAH and BSA

Either 300 mg PAH (3.2 mmol of the amino function) or 300 mg BSA were dissolved

in 60 mL sodium borate buffer (100 mM, pH 8.5) and mixed with a solution of 12 mg

(0.03 mmol) TRITC in 60 mL of the same buffer. The reaction mixture was stirred for

12 h at room temperature. The labeled polymer was dialyzed for 1 week and lyophilized.

The resulting yield of the labeling was determined by UV-VIS spectroscopy (see p. 39) to

be 9 dye molecules per PAH (labeling degree of 1.27 %) and 12 dye molecules per BSA.

4.2.2 Labeling of PMA

100 mg PMA (0.93 mmol of the carboxylic function) were dissolved in 10 mL of HEPES

buffer (50 mM) at pH 8.5 and mixed with a solution of 18.3 mg (0.04 mmol) rhodamine B
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amine in 15 mL HEPES buffer (50 mM, pH 8.5). 0.9 mg (0.004 mmol) of sulfo-NHS were

added and the solution was stirred for 5 minutes. After that 7.7 mg (0.04 mmol) EDC were

added dropwise into the reaction mixture while stirring and the mixture was stirred for 12 h

at room temperature. The labeled polymer was dialyzed in water for 1 week and lyophilized.

The yield of the labeling was determined by UV-VIS spectroscopy (see p. 39) to be 4 dye

molecules per PMA (labeling degree of 0.6 %).

4.2.3 Coupling of 3-aminophenylboronic acid to poly(acrylic acid)

Figure 4.3: Scheme of the coupling of 3-aminophenylboronic acid to PAA.

A scheme of the reaction between 3-aminophenylboronic acid and PAA is given in Fig-

ure 4.3. 100 mg PAA (1.39 mmol of the carboxylic function) were dissolved in 10 mL

HEPES buffer (50 mM) and the pH was adjusted to 8.5 with NaOH. A solution of 113.5 mg

(0.61 mmol) 3-aminophenylboronic acid hemisulfate salt in 10 mL HEPES buffer (50 mM)

at pH 8.5 was mixed with the PAA. 13.2 mg (0.061 mmol) sulfo-NHS in 2 mL HEPES buffer

(50 mM, pH 8.5) were added dropwise into the solution and stirred for 5 minutes. 116.9 mg

(0.61 mmol) EDC were dissolved in 2 mL HEPES buffer (50 mM, pH 8.5) and added to

the reaction mixture, followed by stirring for 12 h at room temperature. The product was

dialyzed for one week in order to remove all low molecular weight impurities, and the water

was eliminated by freeze drying. The product was obtained as a white powder. The compo-

sition of the polymer was determined by elemental analysis (C/N ratio, see p. 37), showing

a derivatisation of 15 % of the carboxylic acid moieties by phenylboronic acid. The reaction

yield was 34 %.

The product will be named PAA-BOH from now on. 1H-NMR (D2O, 200 MHz, see p. 38),

(ppm): 1.6 (CH2, s), 2.1 (CH, s), 6.9 - 7.6 (phenyl, m).

4.2.4 Coupling of dithiodiglycolic acid to 3-aminophenylboronic acid

The synthesis of a conjugate of dithiodiglycolic acid and 3-aminophenylboronic acid was

performed according to the protocol described by [160] and a scheme of the reaction is
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Figure 4.4: Scheme of the reaction between dithiodiglycolic acid and 3-aminophenylboronic acid.

given in Figure 4.4. 100 mg (0.55 mmol) dithiodiglycolic acid were dissolved in 5 mL H2O,

followed by pH adjustment to 4.8 using NaOH (solution 1). 102.3 mg (0.55 mmol) 3-amino-

phenylboronic acid hemisulfate salt were dissolved in 15 mL H2O and the pH was adjusted

to 4.8. After dissolution of the 3-aminophenylboronic acid, 134.2 mg ( 0.7 mmol) EDC

were added (solution 2). Solution 1 was given dropwise to solution 2 in an ice bath and the

reaction mixture was incubated for 1 h in ice, and afterwards overnight at 4 ◦C. A white

precipitate appeared and was collected by centrifugation. The precipitate was dried in vacuo

and purified by recrystallization from a methanol - water mixture. The product was obtained

in a yield of 41 % (0.23 mmol, 96.6 mg).

The product will be named DTGA-PBA from now on. 1H-NMR (D2O, 200 MHz, see p. 38):

(ppm): 3.77 (-CH2-, 2H, s), 7.1 - 7.7 (phenyl, 4 H, m).

4.2.5 Synthesis of CaCO3 microparticles

Spherical CaCO3 microparticles with an average diameter of 4.4 ± 0.5 m were synthesized

according to [142]. They were prepared by colloidal crystallization from supersaturated

solution. The process was initiated by rapid mixing of equal volumes of CaCl2 and Na2CO3

solutions. A 0.33 M Na2CO3 solution was rapidly poured into an equal volume of 0.33 M

solution of CaCl2 at room temperature. The solution was thoroughly agitated by a magnetic

stirrer for 30 sec. After that, the agitation was stopped and the reaction mixture was left

without stirring for 10 minutes, during which the primary precipitate of CaCO3 transformed

slowly into spherical microparticles. The precipitate was filtered, thoroughly washed with

pure water and ethanol, and dried in air.

4.2.6 Synthesis of BSA-CaCO3 microparticles

CaCO3 microparticles with encapsulated TRITC-BSA were synthesized according to a pro-

cedure reported by Petrov et al. [143]. The protocol was the same as for the synthesis of

CaCO3 particles, the only difference being that the 0.33 M Na2CO3 solution was added to an

equal volume of a 0.33 M solution of CaCl2 containing 2 mg/mL TRITC-BSA. The average
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diameter of the particles was 4.7 ± 0.6 m. The amount of TRITC-BSA captured within the

CaCO3 particles was 70 g/mg CaCO3, as determined by UV-VIS spectroscopy(see p. 39).

4.3 Capsule preparation

4.3.1 LbL assembly on colloidal particles

Multilayers were assembled on the templates using the LbL technique. All polymer solu-

tions were prepared with a concentration of 2 mg/mL of the polymer. The surface of SiO2

particles was treated with a mixture of 5:1:1 H2O : NH4OH : H2O2 for 20 min prior to

the deposition of polyelectrolytes, followed by multiple water washing steps to yield neu-

tral pH. This ensured a better attachment of the first polycation layer on the silica surface.

For P4VP/PMA multilayers a solvent combination that contained 50 vol% methanol was

chosen to provide solubility of P4VP at this pH [101]. The experimental details for the dif-

ferent solutions are given in Table 4.1. The pH values were adjusted with 0.1 mol/L HCl or

0.1 mol/L NaOH. The experimental conditions were chosen to ensure minimal aggregation

of the templates during the assembly of the multilayers. In all cases the multilayers were

assembled by successively immersing the particles into the respective polyelectrolyte solu-

tions for 15 minutes, followed by centrifugation (1400 g, 1 min) and three washing cycles.

For the different polymer combinations, the first layer was always the polycation or mannan,

respectively.

Table 4.1: Experimental details for the different solutions used during the LbL assembly on colloidal templates.

The pH was adjusted by the addition of HCl and NaOH.

polymers core material polymer solution washing solution

0.5 M NaCl, H2O,
CaCO3 pH 6 pH 6

PAH/PMA
0.2 M NaCl, H2O,

SiO2 pH 5 pH 5

1:1 methanol : 1:1 methanol:
P4VP/PMA SiO2 0.2 M NaCl, pH 5 H2O, pH 5

mannan/ CaCO3/ 0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM 0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM

PAA-BOH BSA-CaCO3 phosphate buffer, pH 11 phosphate buffer, pH 11
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4.3.2 Core dissolution

After the desired number of layers were deposited, the CaCO3 templates were dissolved by

treatment with EDTA, followed by at least 5 washing steps at the same pH. SiO2 particles

were dissolved with a buffer solution of 0.2 M NH4F and HF (see in detail p. 49). To ensure

a complete core removal, the buffer system was used five times for one hour. The resulting

hollow polymeric capsules were washed five times with water at the same pH to remove

HF, H2SiF6 and NH4F. In all experiments the centrifugation characteristics were 1400 g and

30 min. The experimental conditions for the core removal are given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Experimental details for the different solutions used during the core removal. The pH was adjusted

by the addition of HCl and NaOH.

core material polymers core dissolution washing solution

PAH/PMA 0.2 M NH4F/HF, pH 4.5 H2O/HCl, pH 4.5
SiO2 P4VP/PMA 0.2 M NH4F/HF, pH 3.5 H2O/HCl, pH 3.5

PAH/PMA 0.2 M EDTA, pH 7 H2O

CaCO3 50 mM phosphate
mannan/PAA-BOH 0.1 M EDTA, pH 11

buffer, pH 11

4.3.3 Encapsulation of FITC-dextran

100 L of a 10 mg/mL FITC-dextran solution at pH 8 were added slowly to 100 L of a

suspension of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules. After 15 min incubation, 15 L 0.1 M HCl were

added to reseal the capsule shells. The suspension was then centrifuged at 1400 g for

10 minutes and washed 5 times with water.
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4.4 Measurement conditions

4.4.1 pH-measurements

The pH values of all capsule solutions were adjusted with 0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M NaOH.

All measurements were performed with a digital pH-meter WTW pH 539 (WTW, Weilheim,

Germany) using a combined glass / reference electrode, calibrated with standard buffer so-

lutions of pH 4.0, 7.0 and 10.0.

4.4.2 Potentiometric titrations

The potentiometric titrations and data analysis were performed according to a procedure

described by Petrov et al. [67]. PAH and PMA (Mw = 75.1 kDa) bulk solutions were pre-

pared at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL in water. The PAH/PMA stoichiometric complex

was prepared directly in a 1:1 monomer unit molar ratio at 5.35 mM, leading to turbid so-

lutions. The titration was performed after one day of complex incubation. The titrations of

the weak polyelectrolytes as well as of the stoichiometric complex were performed from the

alkaline region, after adjusting the pH with a concentrated NaOH solution to pH 11.6. The

potentiometric titrations were performed with 0.2 M HCl, which was added in portions of

20 L to 15 mL of the polyelectrolyte solution. Each experiment included the blank titra-

tion of water under the same experimental conditions as the polyelectrolyte titration. Thus,

the shift in the titration curve of the polyelectrolyte and the polyelectrolyte complex relative

to the blank titration was only determined by the proton uptake of the polyelectrolytes. The

ionization degree at a certain pH was obtained as the difference of the amount of H+ added

and that in the blank experiment. The pKapp was determined at an ionization degree of 50 %.

4.4.3 Elemental analysis

The elemental analysis was conducted on a VarioEL CHNOS Elementaranalysator (Elemen-

tar Analysesystem GmbH, Hanau, Germany). The values for carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen

were evaluated by gas-chromatography.
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4.4.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

1H-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra were acquired with a NMR spectrome-

ter DMX400 (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). All spectra were measured in D2O at room

temperature. For the characterization of the signals the following abbreviations were used:

s = singlet, d = doublet, t =triplet , q = quadruplet and m= multiplet.

4.4.5 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

Confocal micrographs of polyelectrolyte capsules were taken with a Leica TCS SP confocal

laser scanning microscope from Leica (Bensheim, Germany) equipped with a

100x/1.4-0.7 oil immersion objective. Fluorescence labeling of PAH/PMA capsules was

achieved by incorporating one layer of TRITC-PAH. For P4VP/PMA capsules one layer of

fluorescently labeled PMA was incorporated during the capsule preparation. Mannan/PAA-

BOH capsules were visualized by mixing the capsule suspension with a small volume of

1 mg/mL FITC-dextran (Mw = 4 kDa) directly on the microscopic slide. The excitation

wavelengths were 488 nm and 543 nm for fluorescein- and rhodamine-labeled samples, re-

spectively. All experiments were conducted in a sealed chamber to ensure constant pH and

ionic strength. For determination of the capsule diameter, fluorescence profiles of at least

20 capsules were analyzed with the Leica confocal software (LCS, Version: 2.5) and their

diameters were averaged. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the aver-

aging. All evaluated diameters represented an equilibrium state and did not change within

several hours.

4.4.6 Determination of the osmotic deformation

To determine the time dependence of the osmotic deformation of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules,

in an initial set of experiments the osmotically induced buckling of labeled capsules with

increasing glucose concentration was studied with a CLSM in order to define the critical

concentration of the osmotic response. The critical concentration was determined as the

concentration where 50 % of the capsules showed deformations of the shells. For the estima-

tion of the critical permeation time, 100 L of a 0.2 M stock solution of glucose were added

under gentle stirring to a 100 L capsule suspension at a certain pH, using a 100 L Hamil-

ton syringe (Hamilton, Reno, USA). The final glucose concentration was 0.1 M. The flow

rate of the stock solution was varied between 30 L/min and 3 L/s. The deformation of

the capsules was observed by confocal microscopy. In each experiment at least 50 different

capsules were investigated [131].
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4.4.7 Determination of the capsule concentration

The concentration of mannan/PAA-BOH capsules was calculated with a bright line counting

chamber (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany), with a volume of 0.1 L per square. The

capsule solution was diluted so that the amount of capsules in one of the squares was in the

range of 10 - 20. The measurement was conducted after 15 minutes to ensure a sedimentation

of all capsules. The sum of 4 different squares was taken for one measurement and a mean

value of 3 measurements was determined.

4.4.8 UV-VIS Spectroscopy

UV-VIS Spectroscopy was used to determine the coupling rate of TRITC and rhodamine

B amine to the different polymers and for evaluating the amount of TRITC-BSA that was

captured within CaCO3 particles. All UV-VIS spectra were recorded with the Cary 50 Conc.

spectrophotometer (Varian GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) in the range of 400 to 700 nm. The

UV-VIS spectra were taken in double beam mode, including a blank sample consisting of

the buffer solution.

4.4.9 Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Steady state fluorescence measurements were performed with a Spex Fluorolog-2 (model

FL-2T2) spectrofluorometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon, München, Germany). Fluorescence was

measured at 90◦ to the incident beam. The excitation wavelength used throughout the ex-

periments was 556 nm and the excitation and emission slits were both adjusted to 0.8 nm.

Emission spectra were recorded with steps of 1 nm and an integration time of 2 s.

4.4.10 Infrared Spectroscopy

ZnSe slides were used as substrates for the capsule deposition. They were cleaned in a 2 %

Mucasol solution for 30 min, followed by rinsing with water and ethanol. 10 L of capsule

suspension at different pH were placed on the substrate and dried in air. Experiments were

conducted on a Bruker Hyperion 2000 IR microscope (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) with a

frequency range from 400 - 4000 cm−1, which was equipped with a 15x IR-objective and a

MCT-detector. Data were acquired in transmittance with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 and

128 averaged scans. Each interferogram was divided by the corresponding background of

the ZnSe substrate. Infrared microscopy was used, as it combines the advantages of infrared

spectroscopy with the possibility to study small amounts of capsules.
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4.4.11 Single Particle Light Scattering

SPLS experiments were conducted on a home-built photometer equipped with a Nd:YVO4

laser (Verdi V-2, Coherent). The light scattered by one particle at a given time was collected

in the angular region of 5 - 10◦ in the forward direction. The intensity was recorded by a

multichannel analyzer. Repetition of this process yielded a histogram of particle number vs.

scattering intensity. From the maximum of the histogram, the thickness of the adsorbed mul-

tilayer was calculated with Mie-theory (analysis program: Coated Sphere by Dr. Bernhard

Michel - Scientific Consulting, Feucht-Mosbach, Germany), using a refractive index of 1.47

for the polyelectrolyte layers [161].

4.4.12 Measurement of the electrophoretic mobility

Electrophoretic mobilities of coated silica particles with a mean diameter of 881 nm were

measured with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-Z (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). The

electrophoretic mobility was converted into the -potential with the Smoluchowski relation,

using an average mobility value based on 30 measurements. The pH was adjusted with

addition of HCl and NaOH. Measurements were performed without additional electrolyte.

4.4.13 Quartz Crystal Microbalance

A Q-Sense E4 apparatus from Q-Sense (Västra Frölunda, Sweden) was used in all exper-

iments. All measurements were taken at 23 ◦C at the fundamental frequency as well as

at the 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic including the frequency shift and the dissipation. In

Chapter 6 only the results of the frequency changes of the 3rd harmonic (15 MHz) are shown.

The resonance frequencies of the crystal were measured with a precision of 1 Hz. QCM crys-

tals with a fundamental frequency of 5 MHz were used in all experiments. It is possible to

extract the viscoelastic properties of the deposited film by modeling the frequency and dis-

sipation data obtained during the measurement, but this was beyond the scope of this thesis.

In the experiments presented here, the QCM was used in a qualitative manner to verify the

construction and destruction of multilayer films.

The crystals were cleaned by immersing them into a solution of 5:1:1 H2O : H2O2 : NH4OH

at 78 ◦C for 5 minutes followed by thorough rinsing with water. The measurement cell

was cleaned with a solution of 2 % Mucasol for half an hour at room temperature. Af-

terwards it was rinsed with water and dried with nitrogen. Prior to the multilayer depo-

sition, the gold surface of the crystal was modified with DTGA-PBA. For this, the crys-

tal was incubated for 12 h in a solution of 1 mg/mL DTGA-PBA in 0.1 M NaOH, thor-

oughly washed with water and dried with nitrogen. The polymer solutions were injected
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into the system with a peristaltic pump during 15 minutes with a velocity of 0.5 mL/min

and rinsed during 5 minutes with the buffer solution. At each step the variation in the

frequency as well as the dissipation were continuously registered. The polymer solutions

were used in a concentration of 2 mg/mL. All assembly and washing solutions contained

0.5 M NaCl and 50 mM buffer. Phosphate buffer was used over the whole pH range studied.

For the investigation of the influence of buffer on the layering, different buffers were used

in a concentration of 50 mM: HEPES at pH 8, sodium borate at pH 9 and CAPS at pH 11.

The sensitivity of assembled multilayers to different carbohydrates was studied in solutions

containing 50 mM phosphate buffer.

4.4.14 Atomic Force Microscopy

AFM measurements were performed in air at room temperature using a Nanoscope III Mul-

timode AFM (Veeco Instruments Inc., Woodbury, USA) operating in tapping mode. Silicon

tips with a resonance-frequency of 285 kHz and a force constant of 42 N/m were obtained

from NanoWorld AG (Neuchatel, Switzerland). The measurement as well as the following

image editing (first order flattening) were conducted with the Nanoscope 5.12r3 software.

The samples were prepared by placing a drop of the sample solution onto a freshly cleaved

mica substrate and drying it at room temperature. To ensure a better attachment of the neg-

atively charged capsules on the surface, the mica was precoated with poly(ethyleneimine).

The single wall thickness of a capsule was determined as half of the height of the collapsed

flat region of a dried shell. At least 20 profiles of different capsules were analyzed, and the

mean thickness differences between the mica surface and the lowest region of the shells were

averaged [162].

4.4.15 Scanning Electron Microscopy

SEM measurements were conducted with a Gemini Leo 1550 instrument (Zeiss, Oberkochen,

Germany) at an operation voltage of 3 keV. A drop of the sample solution was placed onto a

glass slide, dried in air and sputtered with gold.

4.4.16 Energy-Dispersive-X-ray analysis

Energy-Dispersive-X-ray (EDX) analysis was used to determine the elements that were

present within a sample. For this, the sample was analyzed in a SEM with a X-ray de-

tector. EDX analysis of capsules templated on SiO2 particles was performed with a Zeiss

DSM 940 scanning electron microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).
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5.1 Introduction

Capsules composed of weak polyelectrolytes are an interesting example of stimuli-sensitive

microstructures, which exhibit a distinct and reversible change of properties in response to

pH and ionic strength. The pH-sensitivity of these systems arises from the pH-responsive

functional groups of the weak polyelectrolytes. As the linear charge density along the poly-

mer backbone is a function of pH, the electrostatic interactions within the multilayer can

easily be tuned, resulting in pH-dependent changes in morphology, size and permeability.

In the following, two different pH-sensitive polyelectrolyte combinations that vary consid-

erably in their hydrophobic interactions will be investigated, namely capsules composed of

PAH and PMA and capsules composed of P4VP and PMA.

The applied experimental conditions were always chosen in a way that maintained the col-

loidal stability of the particles during the adsorption steps and allowed for the subsequent

core removal without destroying the capsule shells. Weak polyelectrolyte shells are not sta-

ble in extreme conditions, so that the choice of a suitable core material and the dissolution

protocol are crucial steps in the formation of capsules composed of such polymers.

The aim set in this work was to obtain quantitative control of structural changes of cap-

sule walls, which is mandatory for practical applications. In Section 2.4.2 it was shown

that organic core materials, like MF and PS, can interfere with the multilayers and change

the properties as well as the stability of the resulting polyelectrolyte capsules. Therefore,

only inorganic core materials were considered as templates, which have the advantage of a

complete core removal and of the absence of osmotic stress during dissolution. In addition,

no buffer systems were used to allow a separate investigation of the effect of pH and ionic

strength on the pH-response of weak polyelectrolyte capsules.
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5.2 PAH/PMA capsules templated on CaCO3

5.2.1 Titration experiments

The most important property of weak polyelectrolyte capsules is the pH-dependent charge

density along the polymeric chains. To gain insight into the electrostatic interactions be-

tween weak polyelectrolytes in different pH domains, the acid-base equilibria of PAH and

PMA bulk solutions and of the stoichiometric PAH/PMA interpolyelectrolyte complex were

studied. In weak polyelectrolytes, each functional group is influenced by all other groups

of the polymer, so that their dissociation behavior in solution is commonly described by an

apparent dissociation constant (pKapp), reflecting the overall acid dissociation equilibrium of

the polyelectrolyte (see Section 2.1.2).

Figure 5.1 shows the titration curves of PAH and PMA bulk solutions and of the PAH/PMA

stoichiometric complex. The degree of ionization is given as a function of the pH value

of the solution. The pKapp values of PAH and PMA in bulk solution are 8.6 and 6.8, respec-

tively. Both values are in good agreement with literature data [67,100]. The titration curve of

the PAH/PMA complex is divided into two regions in the alkaline and the acidic pH ranges.

The branch in the alkaline domain corresponds to the ionization of the amino groups of PAH

with a pKapp of 10.8, and the branch in the acidic domain corresponds to the ionization of

the carboxylic groups of PMA with a pKapp of 3.9. In the complex the pKapp values of

PAH and PMA are shifted by approximately 2-3 units to the alkaline (PAH) or to the acidic

(PMA) region, respectively. The pKapp of the dissociable group of the polyanion is increased

Figure 5.1: Potentiometric titration of PAH, PMA, and the stoichiometric PAH/PMA complex. The degree of

ionization is plotted versus the pH value.
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compared to that of the isolated group because the neighboring charges create an attractive

potential for the proton. This effect may be reduced or even reversed by complexing with

a polycation. This explains the pKapp shift to lower pH values (pH 3.9). Likewise one can

understand the shift of the pKapp for the polycation in the complex to pH 10.8 [65, 71, 81].

5.2.2 Capsule preparation

Porous CaCO3 particles with an average diameter of 4.4 ± 0.5 m were used as templates,

because carbonate particles can easily be dissolved in neutral pH with EDTA, and the ions

formed during dissolution do not interact with the polyelectrolyte multilayer. A maximum

of 4 layers was adsorbed onto the CaCO3-particles, as additional layers led to irreversible

aggregation during the adsorption. After the multilayer adsorption, the core material was

dissolved in 0.2 M EDTA. The morphology of the resulting capsules was monitored in dried

state by AFM. Pictures of a typical (PAH/PMA)2 capsule and of the capsule surface are

given in Figure 5.2. Using AFM, the thickness of a PAH/PMA bilayer can be estimated to be

13.36 ± 4.6 nm. As can be seen in Figure 5.2 b, the capsule surface is very rough. The

roughness as well as the huge amount of polymeric material adsorbed per bilayer can be ex-

plained by properties of the template [39, 45]. CaCO3-particles have a very porous structure

with a huge inner surface, as shown in the SEM pictures in Figure 2.5. BET analysis revealed

a surface area of 7.72 ·10−10 m2 per particle, compared to a surface area of 7.11 ·10−11 m2

for a nonporous particle of the same size [141]. The pore size was in the range of 20 to

60 nm [142]. Therefore, polyelectrolytes cannot only adsorb onto the outer surface but also

occupy space within the pores, resulting in an increased amount of polymer adsorbed onto

these particles. The huge inner surface of the template material results in capsules that are

not hollow but have a polymer matrix in the interior of the capsule [45].

Figure 5.2: AFM images of (PAH/PMA)2 capsules templated on CaCO3 particles. (a) Image of a dried capsule,

(b) enlarged image of the capsule surface.
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5.2.3 pH-dependent stability of (PAH/PMA)2 capsules

The stability of (PAH/PMA)2 microcapsules with varying pH was investigated, because these

capsules are composed of two weak polyelectrolytes and the ionization degree of the bulk

complex of these polymers is pH-sensitive. The capsules were prepared at pH 6 and exhib-

ited a diameter of 3.7 ± 0.5 m. Figure 5.3 shows the diameter of the polyelectrolyte shells

as a function of pH. Two CLSM images illustrate the size of different capsules at pH 6 and

pH 2.5, respectively. At pH values above 11.5 and below 2.5 capsule dissolution was ob-

served. However, in the pH range between 2.5 and 11.5 these weak polyelectrolyte shells

showed great stability. No significant changes in capsule diameter were seen at pH lev-

els above 2.7, whereas at pH values below 2.7, a twofold increase in capsule diameter to

8.1 ± 1.3 m was determined. The swollen multilayer shells were stable for several days.

When the pH was decreased further, the capsules dissolved. In alkaline pH the stability of

the capsules was different. When the pH was increased above 11.5 a swelling and immediate

dissolution of the capsules occurred. It was not possible to stabilize the capsules in their

swollen state in basic conditions.

The stability of (PAH/PMA)2 capsules in the different pH regimes can be explained when

taking into account the electrostatic interactions present within the layers. A schematic

sketch of these interactions is given in Figure 5.4. At pH 6 both polyelectrolytes are highly

charged, as the respective pKapp values in the multilayer complex are 3.9 (PMA) and

10.8 (PAH). Hence, there is a global compensation of charges between the polycation and

the polyanion. By decreasing the pH, more and more carboxylic groups of PMA are pro-

Figure 5.3: Diameter of (PAH/PMA)2 capsules as a function of pH (a). The shaded areas indicate the regions

in which the capsules dissolved. CLSM images of differentcapsules at pH 6 (b) and pH 2.5 (c).
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tonated, and only a few ionic pairs between PAH and PMA are maintained, leaving PAH

with uncompensated positive ammonium groups. When the pH is increased, the carboxylic

groups stay in their ionized form, whereas the ammonium groups of PAH gradually are de-

protonated, resulting in a lower degree of electrostatic interactions within the multilayer and

uncompensated negative charges. The positive or negative excess charges lead to electro-

static repulsion. In addition, counterions are attracted to ensure local electroneutrality. The

higher concentration of counterions compared to the bulk can increase the local osmotic

pressure and lead to a swelling effect. The swelling is further promoted by the lack of elec-

trostatic interactions between the polymers to stabilize the capsules [38, 163].

Figure 5.4: Scheme of the interactions within PAH/PMA multilayers at different pH.

Comparing the degree of protonation of PMA in a multilayer (see Section 5.1) with the pH

value at which the swelling is observed, it is obvious that an ionization degree of less than

10 % of the carboxylic groups is required to observe swelling. It is possible to compare the

titration behavior of stoichiometric polyelectrolyte complexes and of multilayered capsules

made of the same polyelectrolyte pair, as they show the same proton binding pattern [67].

Similar results have been reported for the disintegration of other weak polyelectrolyte sys-

tems on flat substrates [66, 73].

If the only acting force is electrostatic repulsion, the swelling results in an immediate dis-

solution of the polyelectrolyte multilayers, because the remaining electrostatic interactions

are not strong enough to maintain the integrity of the shells. This effect can be observed

in basic conditions. However, in the acidic pH domain another interaction plays a role in

stabilizing the PAH/PMA shells. At low pH, the uncharged carboxylic groups of PMA are

known to interact by hydrogen-bonding [98], resulting in an additional stabilization of the

multilayer. Furthermore, PMA in solution exhibits conformational changes at low pH, which

are related to hydrophobic associations of the polymeric backbone [14, 164]. Both interac-

tions are assumed to prevent the swollen capsules from dissolution at low pH, and thereby

act as a counterforce to the electrostatic destabilization.

The interplay between stabilizing and destabilizing forces is an important condition for

stimuli-responsive properties. As it was possible to stabilize swollen capsules at low pH,

the reversibility of the size change was investigated. The capsules were alternately exposed

to solutions of pH 6 and pH 2.5. Three washing steps at pH 6 ensured a constant ionic

strength in different cycles. The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Diameter of (PAH/PMA)2 capsules as a function of an alternately changed pH value.

The diameter of the capsules is shown in dependence of the pH of the medium. The swelling

was reversible and repeatable when the capsules were cyclically exposed to pH 6 and pH 2.5.

The mean capsule diameters were 3.5 - 5 m at pH 6 and 6.5 - 7.5 m at pH 2.5, respectively.

The first swelling induced the largest differences in the size of the capsules. This can be ex-

plained by the porosity of the CaCO3 core, which leads to the formation of a polyelectrolyte

matrix inside the capsules. When the whole structure is swollen, these polymers are partially

incorporated into the shell, leading to differences between individual capsules because the

degree of porosity is different for each core. A repetition of the swelling reduces this effect,

as the matrix is only partially rebuilt when the diameter of the capsule is decreased. The

observed reversibility offers the potential for a wide range of applications, as it is possible to

change periodically between two different states of the system by simply changing the pH of

the surrounding medium.

However, CaCO3 templates are polydisperse and have a porous structure that favors the for-

mation of a polymeric matrix in the capsule interior. This can be a disadvantage, particularly

for studying the permeability of the shells.
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5.3 PAH/PMA capsules templated on SiO2

5.3.1 Dissolution of SiO2 with HF

An alternative inorganic core material to CaCO3 is silicon oxide, but formerly the acidic

conditions for the dissolution with hydrofluoric acid (HF) only allowed its usage as a tem-

plate for strong polyelectrolyte capsules [40–42] or for hydrogen bonded multilayers that

are stable in acidic conditions [43, 44]. Schütz and Caruso assembled weak polyelectrolyte

multilayers on SiO2 cores, but only after the polyelectrolytes were covalently crosslinked,

the core material was removed with 1 M HF [84].

Silica particles are commonly dissolved with diluted aqueous solutions of hydrofluoric acid.

As HF is a weak acid with a pKa of 3.2 at 25 ◦C [165], the pH of its aqueous solution

is a function of the HF concentration. When SiO2 particles were used as templates for

the fabrication of hollow microshells, the dissolution process was accomplished in rather

acidic conditions, which are not suitable for weak polyelectrolytes. Itoh and coworkers used

46 % HF for the dissolution step [41], Schütz et al. dissolved the cores with 1 M HF [84]

and Adalsteinsson et al. worked with a concentration of 0.5 M HF [40]. The lowest HF

concentration for the template dissolution reported by Köhler et al. was 0.1 M [42], resulting

in a solution pH of 2.1. At this pH the electrostatic interactions within the multilayers of

weak polyelectrolytes are too reduced to keep the integrity of the shells. Thus, the pH of the

medium has to be increased.

Theoretically it is possible to work with a reduced HF concentration, but this would result

in 0.4 L aqueous HF solution for the dissolution of 10 mg SiO2 at pH 3. A better choice is

to use a buffer system prepared of HF and NH4F. According to the Henderson-Hasselbach

equation, the pH of the buffer system is only related to the pKa of the acid and the relative

concentrations of HF and NH4F [148]. Hence, it is possible to work in mild pH conditions

with an increased HF concentration. The chemical equations (5.1) and (5.2) illustrate the

interplay of the creation of HF in the buffer equilibrium and the consumption of HF during

the dissolution of SiO2.

NH4F+H+
� HF+NH4

+ (5.1)

SiO2 +6HF� H2SiF6 +2H2O (5.2)

The combination of the two reactions insures a constant amount of hydrofluoric acid and a

constant pH of the solution which is critical for both multilayer and colloidal stability during

the core dissolution process.

AFM images of dried PAH/PMA capsules after core removal using a 0.2 M NH4F solution at

different pH values are displayed in Figure 5.6. At pH 4 and below, no stable capsules could
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Figure 5.6: AFM images of dried capsules templated on SiO2. (PAH/PMA75kDa)4, dissolution with 0.2 M

NH4F at pH 5 (a). (PAH/PMA75kDa)4, dissolution with 0.2 M NH4F at pH 4.5 (b). (PAH/PMA75kDa)8, dissolu-

tion with 0.2 M NH4F at pH 4.5 (c), (PAH/PMA790kDa)4, dissolution with 0.2 M NH4F at pH 4.5 (d).

be obtained, as the electrostatic interactions between the polymers are too low to provide

the integrity of the shells during the dissolution step. In Figure 5.6 a the dissolution of the

core at pH 5 for capsules made of 8 polymer layers is shown. The shell structure is fuzzy

and the mean height of more than 100 nm also suggests that there was still silica gel trapped

inside the capsules. An example of a (PAH/PMA)4 capsule with the core dissolution at

pH 4.5 is given in Figure 5.6 b. Dissolving the template at a pH of 4.5 led to smooth and

thin hollow capsules until a maximum of 14 layers. If more than 14 polymer layers were ad-

sorbed onto the silicon oxide, complete core removal could not be achieved under the above

mentioned conditions. An AFM image of PAH/PMA capsules made of 16 layers is shown in

Figure 5.6 c. The blurred structure of the shell and the increased height profile suggest that

some silica was still present in the capsules, probably because the shells were too thick or

too dense to allow the core material to penetrate. Increasing the molecular weight of PMA to

790 kDa on the other hand did not have any influence on the dissolution process and an AFM

image of stable capsules of 8 layers of PAH and high molecular weight PMA is displayed in

Figure 5.6 d. For the capsules shown in Figure 5.6 b and 5.6 d, no silicon could be detected

in EDX-measurements, ensuring the complete dissolution of the core.

AFM measurements were performed on dried capsules to estimate the thickness of their

walls. The results are shown in Figure 5.7. For capsules made of low molecular weight
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PMA the thickness increased linearly from 8 to 14 layers with a resulting bilayer thickness

of 3.0±0.2 nm. The thickness of capsules prepared with high molecular weight PMA was

3.4± 0.3 nm per bilayer. The small differences in the thickness of the shells could be due

to a larger entanglement of the polymers when the molecular weight is increased, leading

to an increased thickness of each layer. These thickness values are lower than the reported

5 - 5.5 nm per bilayer found for most of the strong polyelectrolyte systems that were ad-

sorbed with an ionic strength of 0.5 [42].

Figure 5.7: Thickness of the capsule wall as measured by AFM for (PAH/PMA75kDa)n (closed symbols) and

(PAH/PMA790kDa)4 (open symbol).

The reduced shell thickness can be explained by the differences of the salt concentration

used during the adsorption steps. For the assembly of PAH/PMA multilayers a salt concen-

tration of 0.2 M was used, which is less than the sodium chloride concentration of 0.5 M that

is normally reported for the assembly of strong polyelectrolyte layers. The reduced ionic

strength leads to the formation of thinner multilayers (see Section 2.5.1). Another influenc-

ing variable is the pH-dependent thickness behavior of weak polyelectrolyte systems that

was studied in detail by Shiratori et al. [71]. For PAH the apparent pK is shifted from 8.6

in solution to 10.8 in a complex with PMA. For PMA the pKapp is shifted from 6.8 in water

to 3.9 in a complex with PAH (see p. 44). As both polymers were adsorbed at pH values

below (PAH) and above (PMA) their respective pKapp in a multilayer, they yield thin films

like strong polyelectrolytes.
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5.3.2 pH-dependent stability of (PAH/PMA75kDa)4 capsules

Weak polyelectrolyte capsules templated on SiO2 were stable over a broad pH range, but

dissolved at extremely high or low pH. The stability of the capsules as a function of pH as

well as CLSM images of the dissolution process are shown in Figure 5.8. Shells made of

8 layers of PAH and low molecular weight PMA were stable within the pH range from 2.3

to 11. In this pH range the size of the capsules was nearly constant with a mean diameter

of 4.4±0.3 m, corresponding to the size of the silicon oxide templates. If the pH was in-

creased or decreased to extreme values the shells swelled and dissolved within seconds. The

dissolution at low pH is shown in Figure 5.8 b - d. As described for (PAH/PMA)2 capsules

templated on CaCO3 particles (see Section 5.2), the stability in the intermediate pH range

can be explained by a global compensation of charges between the ammonium groups of

PAH and the carboxylic groups of PMA. At low and at high pH the excess positive and neg-

ative charges, respectively, destabilize the multilayer structure (see Figure 5.4). At a critical

pH the electrostatic attraction between positive and negative groups is not strong enough to

a

Figure 5.8: Diameter of (PAH/PMA75kDa)4 capsules templated on SiO2 as a function of pH. The shaded areas

indicate regions in which the capsules dissolved (a). CLSM images of the dissolution process at low pH.

Addition of 0.1 M HCl (pH < 2) (b), swelling of the capsules was observed within 1 s (c), dissolution of the

capsules was observed after 2 s (d).
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keep the multilayers stable, and the capsules swell and dissolve. Similar effects have also

been reported at high pH for the dissolution of PAH/PSS capsules templated on CaCO3 or

MnCO3 [38].

In contrast to the stable swollen capsules observed at low pH for PAH/PMA75kDa capsules

prepared on CaCO3 (see Section 5.2), it was not possible to stabilize swollen capsules tem-

plated on SiO2 at low pH, regardless of the number of deposited layers. The differences in

stability could be a result of the different nature of the core material. The large cavities in the

CaCO3 particles result in a much higher amount of adsorbed polymer material, leading to the

formation of a polymeric matrix. For the adsorption on CaCO3 particles a bilayer thickness

of 13.36 ± 4.6 nm was observed, compared to the bilayer thickness of 3.0±0.2 nm for the

deposition on SiO2 particles. These differences in the amount of adsorbed polymer could

explain the different stability of swollen capsules at low pH.

5.3.3 pH-dependent stability of (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 capsules

(PAH/PMA)4 capsules prepared of high molecular weight PMA showed a different pH-

dependent stability at the edges of the stability range than capsules prepared with low molec-

ular weight PMA. The capsule size as a function of pH is depicted in Figure 5.9. The capsules

were stable within the pH range from 2.3 to 11.1 and dissolved in extreme conditions. From

pH 2.4 to 10.4 the mean diameter was nearly constant with 4.4 ± 0.3 m. Below pH 2.4 the

capsules swelled by 20 % to a mean diameter of 5.5 ± 0.6 m. In the pH range from 10.4

Figure 5.9: Diameter of (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 capsules as a function of pH. The shaded areas indicate regions in

which the capsules dissolved.
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to 11.1 they swelled by 35 % to a diameter of 6.2 ± 0.6 m. Both swollen structures were

stable for several days. At low pH the swelling occurred over only 0.1 pH unit, whereas at

high pH the increase in size was a more continuous transition over 0.7 pH units.

One parameter influencing the stable swollen state at low pH can be attributed to intermolec-

ular hydrophobic stabilization of uncharged PMA that is accompanied by a conformational

change of the polymer backbone from coil to globule of PMA in aqueous solution [14,164].

In addition, uncharged polycarboxylic acids are stabilized by hydrogen bonds, that can sta-

bilize polyelectrolyte multilayers in acidic media [98] (see p. 46). Furthermore, one also has

to consider the polymeric entanglement as an important factor in the stabilization process,

as capsules prepared of low molecular weight PMA do not show any stabilization of the

swollen state. At high pH, the entanglement of polymers seems to be the only stabilization,

as no other efficient forces counteracting the electrostatic repulsion are known for uncharged

polyallylamine. Déjugnat et al. found a similar stabilizing effect of the swollen state at high

pH of PAH/PSS capsules and they attributed the modified pH response to a rigidification of

the structure by increasing either the number of layers or the molecular weight of the assem-

bled polyelectrolyte [38].

The reversibility of the swelling as a function of pH is displayed in Figure 5.10. Swollen

capsules at pH 2.3 and 11.1 were washed with water at pH 4 and 6, respectively, and the cap-

sule diameter was determined after one hour. The diameter of capsules that were previously

swollen at low pH decreased to 4.5 ± 0.2 m, whereas capsules that were first exposed to a

solution of pH 11.1 only showed a decrease in size to 5.2 ± 0.3 m.

Figure 5.10: Reversibility of the swelling of (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 capsules at low and at high pH.
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A possible explanation for the differences in the reversibility of the swelling could be the

different polymer conformations at low and at high pH. When the pH is changed after the

capsules are swollen, the repulsion between neighboring functional groups is reduced and

the electrostatic attraction between the different layers is increased. A change in entangle-

ment of the layers can counteract the shrinking of the shell, resulting in a size that is larger

than that of the original capsules.

5.3.4 Influence of ionic strength on (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 capsules

When swollen (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 capsules at low and at high pH were exposed to solutions

of increased ionic strength, they dissolved within seconds. When the pH-dependent stability

with increased ionic strength was investigated, the stability of the capsules as well as the

swelling behavior were altered. The results are shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Influence of the addition of NaCl on the pH-dependent stability of (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 capsules.

Low pH region (a), high pH region (b). The lines serve as visual guides.

The increase of the ionic strength led to less stable capsules in the pH regions of 2 - 3 and

10 - 11. The stability range was decreased compared to the situation without added salt. At

low pH the swelling set in at a slightly increased pH value, whereas in basic pH the swelling

set in at a decreased pH value. Additionally, at a given pH, the capsule diameter was in-

creased when the ionic strength was increased.

Figure 5.11 a describes the swelling at low pH with the addition of 10 - 100 mM NaCl. For

all salt concentrations investigated at low pH, the maximal stable swelling was slightly re-

duced in size compared to the swelling without added salt, but the observed effect was still

within the range of the error bar. All swollen capsules dissolved when the pH was lowered
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further. Figure 5.11 b shows the stability of capsules that were exposed to solutions contain-

ing 10 - 100 mM NaCl in the pH range from 10 to 11. Here it was also observed that swollen

capsules dissolved, once the pH was increased further. The general expectation would be

to observe a decrease in capsule swelling with increasing ionic strength at a given pH, due

to a reduction of the difference in ion concentration between the multilayer surface and the

bulk. However, the experimental results showed an increased swelling with increasing ionic

strength at a given pH.

These results can be understood when one considers the local charge distribution near the

polymeric shells. In the low pH region there is an excess of positive charges of ammonium

groups of PAH present within the multilayer. If there were no counterions in the solution,

protonation of the amino groups would be hindered due to the electroneutrality condition.

The addition of salt (NaCl) to such a system favors the protonation of the ammonium groups,

as the positive charges can be compensated by Cl−. This results in an increase of the ion-

ization degree of the polymer chains. As a consequence, the onset of swelling of weak

polyelectrolyte capsules in acidic solutions is shifted to higher pH values, and the swelling

at a given pH is increased when the ionic strength of the solution is increased.

This shift in the protonation / deprotonation equilibrium was also found in the pH range from

10 - 11, at which an increased ionic strength induced the onset of swelling at a decreased pH.

Such a behavior is similar to the osmotic brush regime that is well known for polyelectrolyte

brushes composed of weak polyacids or polybases [166–169]. The observed effects of an

increase in the ionic strength reported here occurred at much lower salt concentrations than

the smoothing and shrinking of capsules composed of PAH/PSS. In that case the shrinking

was attributed to a rearrangement of polyelectrolyte chains resulting in an energetically more

stable shrunk state [57, 58].

5.3.5 Investigation of the role of calcium-ions on the multilayer stability

The functional groups of weak polyelectrolytes are protonated or deprotonated depending on

the pH of the solution, therefore they either participate in the electrostatic interactions with

the other polymer or are available for selective reactions at the uncomplexed moieties. The

potential of such reactions was studied by the addition of Ca2+ to the shells at different pH

values. Calcium ions are known to bind to -COO− groups [135, 170], leading to the forma-

tion of complexes that can precipitate in solution. The effect of Ca2+-binding at low pH is

demonstrated in Table 5.1. The increase of the calcium concentration led to a decrease in the

capsule stability at low pH and the onset of swelling at a slightly higher pH. This allowed

for a selective tuning of the stability of the multilayers as a function of the amount of added

calcium and pH.
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Table 5.1: Stability and swelling of (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 capsules at low pH as a function of the concentration

of calcium ions in the solution.

CaCl2 concentration, pH of the onset of

mmol/L capsule swelling

0 2.3

1 2.4

5 2.6

10 2.7

20 2.9

The reduced stability could be influenced by the competitive binding of Ca2+, ammonium

groups of PAH and H+ to the carboxylic groups, thereby reducing the electrostatic interac-

tions between PAH and PMA which stabilize the multilayers. Furthermore, an increase in

the ionic strength could lead to a reduction of the stability of capsules at low pH, as it was

observed for the addition of NaCl. Most probably a combination of these factors destabilized

the shells at low pH.

The effect of calcium in the basic pH range is illustrated in Figure 5.12. The exposure of

capsules to a solution of 10 mM CaCl2 increased the aggregation between the shells, as the

outermost layer is negatively charged (-COO− groups of PMA) and a bridging of Ca2+ be-

Figure 5.12: CLSM images of the effect of calcium ions on (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 in the basic pH range. Capsules

in water at pH 7 (a) and at pH 11.1 (e). Capsules in 10 mM CaCl2 at pH 7 (b), at pH 10 (c) and in 10−4 M

CaCl2 at pH 11.1 (d). Experimentally the process has been proceeded from either a-b-c-d or a-e-d.
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tween different capsules is favored. Furthermore, the capsule size decreased with increasing

pH, leading to shrunk particles at a pH of 11.1 (Figure 5.12 a-b-c-d). If calcium chloride

in a concentration of 10−4 M was added to swollen capsules at pH 11.1 a shrinking of the

structures to small particles was induced (Figure 5.12 a-e-d). The addition of HCl or EDTA

to the shrunk particles could not restore the original size.

A mechanism for the calcium-binding is proposed in Scheme 5.13. The ammonium groups

of PAH are deprotonated in basic medium, resulting in carboxylic groups that are not taking

part in electrostatic interactions. As calcium ions are present in the solution, they bind to the

carboxylic groups and form a complex. Since there are only few electrostatic interactions

between the polymers left at pH 11.1, a small amount of calcium is sufficient to form a pre-

cipitate. The addition of EDTA or HCl reduces either the amount of Ca2+ by complexation

or the available binding sites for calcium, but there is no shape memory in the system that

would restore the original size.

Figure 5.13: Mechanism of the binding of calcium ions to carboxylic groups in basic medium.

Uncompensated carboxylate and ammonium groups within multilayers of weak polyelec-

trolytes were also used as anchoring points for the synthesis of nanoparticles by Rubner and

coworkers as well as by Schütz and Caruso [77–79]. In these studies, the charge excess was

created during the LbL assembly. In contrast, the results above clearly indicate that post-

assembly pH changes result in uncomplexed moieties within the film, that can be used for

reactions that are restricted to free functional groups within the multilayer.
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5.4 P4VP/PMA capsules

5.4.1 Formation of P4VP/PMA multilayers on silica templates

A second weak polyelectrolyte system was investigated, namely capsules composed of P4VP

and PMA. Both polyelectrolytes used for the multilayer assembly are known for their hy-

drophobic interactions, P4VP is insoluble in water in its uncharged form [171] and PMA ex-

hibits H-bonding stabilization [98] and hydrophobic interactions at low pH [14, 164]. Thus,

capsules prepared with this polymer combination should be stabilized by attractive forces

that counteract the electrostatic repulsion.

P4VP and PMA were alternately adsorbed onto silicon oxide particles with a mean diameter

of 881 nm at pH 5. The adsorption process can be monitored by microelectrophoresis (Fig-

ure 5.14). Bare SiO2 particles at pH 5 displayed a -potential of -56 mV. Regular alternation

of the -potential between ca.+35 mV and ca.-47 mV for the P4VP and PMA layers, respec-

tively, was found, suggesting successful deposition of P4VP and PMA. The first P4VP layer

displayed a higher -potential of +63 mV in comparison to the following odd layers.

The higher potential can be understood if one takes into account that the weak polybase can

adjust its charge depending on the local environment to maximize the charge compensation

(see Section 2.6.2). The alternation in the sign of the -potential and therefore of the surface

charge of the covered templates occurred with each additional layer, indicating the existence

of electrostatic interactions for the assembly of the multilayers.

Figure 5.14: -potential of P4VP/PMA coated silica particles with a diameter of 881 nm as a function of the

number of deposited layers. Odd layer numbers correspond to the deposition of P4VP, even layer numbers

represent the deposition of PMA. All measurements were performed in deionized water at pH 5.
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Notably the change in the sign of the -potential does not indicate whether adsorption or

desorption has occurred with each polyelectrolyte cycle. A clear indication of the adsorp-

tion process of the polyelectrolytes can be given by Single Particle Light Scattering of the

covered colloids. Figure 5.15 describes the thickness of the multilayer as a function of the

layer number n, for the adsorption of 16 layers of P4VP and PMA onto silica particles with

a mean diameter of 881 nm. The adsorption process followed in a linear manner. Using a

refractive index of 1.47 [161], an average thickness of 6.1±0.8 nm per bilayer was found.

Figure 5.15: P4VP/PMA multilayer film thickness on SiO2 particles with a diameter of 881 nm, as monitored

by SPLS.

As the multilayer is composed of two polyelectrolytes with weak acid or base groups, the

charge density along the polymer backbone and the density of the individual charges within

the multilayers should be a function of pH. The surface charge of colloidal particles can be

studied with microelectrophoresis, from which the -potential can be calculated. The elec-

trophoretic mobility of silicon oxide particles (diameter: 881 nm) coated with (P4VP/PMA)4

and with (P4VP/PMA)4P4VP layers as a function of pH of the dispersing medium was in-

vestigated. Particles coated with eight layers resulted in an outermost layer consisting of the

polyanion PMA while particles coated with nine layers led to a multilayer that was termi-

nated by the polycation P4VP. The results are shown in Figure 5.16.

Irrespective of the outermost layer the -potential could be reversed from negative to positive

values by increasing the acidity of the solution. As it is well established that polyelectrolyte

multilayers comprise networks of interpenetrated polymer chains (see Section 2.4.1), the sur-

face charge is not only determined by the last adsorbed layer but the underlying polyanion or

polycation layer also has an influence on the surface charge, explaining the observed reversal
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Figure 5.16: -potential titration curves of silica particles with a diameter of 881 nm coated with

(P4VP/PMA)4 and (P4VP/PMA)4P4VP layers. The solid lines serve as visual guides.

of the -potential. The graphs in Figure 5.16 represent titration curves and can therefore be

used to determine the apparent dissociation constants of the acid and base functional groups

on the surface [81]. This is particularly useful, as aqueous solutions containing P4VP can

not be titrated over the complete range of , because P4VP is only water-soluble at low

pH and precipitates in the range of higher pH. The apparent dissociation constant is given

by the pH at the inflection point of the -potential titration curves [172]. This resulted in

pKapp values of 3.8 and 5.3 for PMA and for protonated P4VP adsorbed onto a multilayer,

respectively. The acid-base equilibria in multilayers deviate from the solution behavior of the

corresponding polymers, as they do not only depend on the external pH and ionic strength,

but also on the local microenvironment including the charge density of an oppositely charged

self-assembled polyelectrolyte and the charge of the polymer included in the top layer (see

Section 2.6.2).

The electrostatic interaction between polyacid and polybase increases the dissociation in both

polymers. The increase in base strength of P4VP from dilute solution (pKapp = 4.3 [171]) to

the adsorbed state may be attributed to the influence of negatively charged carboxylic groups

of the underlying PMA layer in promoting the protonation of the pyridine groups, which is

bigger than the resistance to protonation because of electrostatic repulsion of neighboring

groups. The same argument can be used for the increased acidity of PMA in the multilayers

compared to the solution behavior, as in this case the charge density of the PMA chains de-

creases with decreasing pH, but at the same time the protonation degree of the P4VP chains

from the previously adsorbed layer is increased. The protonated P4VP strongly promotes
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the dissociation of the -COOH groups to neutralize the high residual positive charge ob-

tained with decreasing pH, leading to a decrease in the pKapp of the PMA terminated surface

in comparison to the solution pKapp of 6.8 (see p. 43).

5.4.2 Formation of capsules

Silicon oxide particles with a mean diameter of 4.48 m were used as templates for the

deposition of polyelectrolyte multilayers. After the core dissolution with a buffer system

composed of ammonium fluoride and hydrofluoric acid, hollow capsules could be obtained.

SEM and AFM pictures of dried capsules composed of 10 layers are shown in Figure 5.17.

The mean thickness per bilayer as determined by AFM was 3.6 ± 0.4 nm.

This value was much lower than the obtained bilayer thickness of 6.1 ± 0.8 nm determined

by SPLS. One possible explanation for the observed differences can be the water content of

the multilayers, as AFM data were collected on dried capsules whereas SPLS experiments

were conducted in wet state. Differences in layer thickness appear with drying and loss of

water within the multilayers [173].

Figure 5.17: SEM (a) and AFM (b) pictures of dried hollow (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules.

-potential measurements of multilayers adsorbed onto silica particles investigate the surface

charge and therefore the ionization degree of a polycation or polyanion adsorbed on top of a

multilayer. But this technique does not give any information about the dissociation behavior

in the interior of the film. To gain more insight into the interactions present within the layers

at different pH and therefore into the stability of the shells, infrared spectra of polyelectrolyte

capsules were measured. Infrared spectroscopy measurements were made on capsules dried

from suspensions of different pH, and differences in the IR-bands of -COO− and -COOH of

PMA and of pyridine and pyridinium groups of P4VP were investigated.
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The drying process can have an influence on the exact pH value, but nevertheless the eval-

uation of IR bands of multilayered shells provides an indication of the interactions present

within the layers [68]. The IR spectra of capsules as a function of pH are shown in

Figure 5.18. The individual spectra are overlaid for clarity. The absorption band at

1560 cm−1 is attributed to the carboxylate (-COO−) asymmetric stretch, whereas the band

at 1716 cm−1 originates from C=O of the carboxylic groups (-COOH). The peak centered

at 1638 cm−1 is associated with the in plane stretch of the charged pyridinium ring and the

peak centered at 1604 cm−1 stems from the neutral ring [66, 174].

Pure PMA exhibits a strong absorption band at 1701 cm−1 which is due to the stretching

of the uncharged dimerized or associated form of carboxylic groups. The shift to higher

frequencies compared with pure PMA is an indication that hydrogen bonds among the car-

boxylic groups of PMA are partly detached and intermolecular hydrogen bonds are formed

with P4VP [43]. The relative ratios of -COOH and -COO− and of unprotonated and pro-

tonated P4VP in the capsules were not investigated quantitatively because of the overlap

with bands associated with the in-plane vibration of pyridine groups in the region of 1518 -

1573 cm−1 [66, 101]. The peak at 1716 cm−1 that is assigned to the uncharged carboxylic

groups was present over most of the pH range investigated and it only vanished in the pH

Figure 5.18: Infrared-spectra of (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules as a function of pH. The spectra are overlaid with an

arbitrary offset for clarity.
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range from 7.5 to 8. At pH values higher than 6 the intensity of the peak at 1560 cm−1

increased. The absorption associated with the protonated pyridinium groups existed un-

til a pH of 5, whereas in the range from pH 5 - 8 the intensity of the peak centered at

1604 cm−1 increased. In the intermediate pH region pyridine as well as pyridinium groups

coexist within the multilayer while only a small fraction of the carboxylic groups is deproto-

nated. A summary of the different interactions within the film as a function of pH is shown

in Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19: Summary of the interactions within P4VP/PMA multilayers at different pH.

In the intermediate pH range the stabilization between the layers seems to be due to a com-

bination of hydrogen-bonding and electrostatic interactions. Multilayer films composed of

P4VP and PAA that are assembled in pure methanol are stabilized only by hydrogen-bonding

interactions [93, 175]. Pure H-bonding interactions were also observed, when PAA was de-

posited from acidic aqueous solutions and P4VP from ethanol [60]. On the other hand,

Abe et al. only considered electrostatic interactions between the polyelectrolytes when

they discussed the stability of a polyelectrolyte complex of PMA and P4VP in different

water : methanol mixtures [176]. Cho et al. regarded multilayers formed of P4VP and

PAA prepared in a water : methanol mixture at pH 3.5 to be mainly stabilized by hydrogen-

bonding but also considered electrostatic interactions to be present within the layers [101].

Sukhishvili and coworkers studied the ionization and pH-dependent stability of flat multilay-

ers with PMA and QP4VP with different alkylation degrees ranging from 12 to 98 %. They

found that film growth at pH 5 was primarily controlled by electrostatic interactions [66].

Whereas in the intermediate pH range the multilayers are stabilized both by hydrogen-

bonding and electrostatic interactions, higher and lower pH values lead to an excess of neg-

ative and positive charges within the film, respectively. Whenever there is an increase of the

concentration of one charged group in combination with a decrease of the attractive (electro-

static or H-bond) interactions between different layers, the multilayers are destabilized. A

comparison of the -potential data with the IR-spectra shows a different charge regulation

of the functional groups on the surface and within the multilayers. The data suggest that the

interactions within the layers are stabilized against pH changes. A similar stabilization of

the degree of ionization within a PAH/PSS multilayer was reported by Itano et al. [86].
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5.4.3 pH-dependent behavior of P4VP/PMA capsules

Capsules composed of 10 layers of P4VP and PMA exhibited a pH-dependent stability. In

Figure 5.20 the capsule diameter is shown as a function of pH, and confocal micrographs of

individual capsules at different pH are given.

Figure 5.20: Diameter of (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules as a function of pH (a). The shaded area indicates the region

in which the capsules dissolved (pH < 2). At pH > 8.1 the capsules shrunk to particle-like structures. CLSM

images of individual capsules at different pH are shown in panels b - e: swollen state at pH 2 (b), initial state at

pH 5 (c), swollen state at pH 8.1 (d), collapsed state at pH 9 (e).

In the intermediate pH range from 2.2 - 7.9 the capsules were stable with a diameter of

4.5 ± 0.3 m as measured by CLSM, which was determined by the diameter of the tem-

plate. When the pH was reduced to pH 2 the capsules swelled by 16 % to a diameter of

5.3 ± 0.4 m and with further reduction of the pH the multilayers decomposed and dis-

solved. At a pH of 8 a similar phenomenon was observed, the systems swelled to a diameter

of 5.4 ± 0.6 m, which corresponds to a swelling of 20 %. When the pH was further in-

creased the capsules shrunk, until they reached a globular state with diameters below 2 m.

This complicated pH-dependent behavior can be rationalized by the electrostatic interactions
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within the multilayers in combination with hydrophobic interactions. As can be inferred from

the IR-data (see Figure 5.18) the interactions within the multilayers are stable over a broad

pH range, due to charge regulation. At low pH, positive pyridinium groups occur within the

layers that are not compensated by negatively charged carboxylic groups. Therefore, they re-

duce the possible electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding interactions between PMA and P4VP

and destabilize the capsules. Furthermore, the excess of positive groups induces electrostatic

repulsion between them. To ensure the overall electroneutrality of the system, counterions

are accumulated in the vicinity of the shells and / or within the layers. The higher ion concen-

tration as compared to the bulk exerts an osmotic pressure that tends to swell the capsules.

The swollen states are stabilized by hydrophobic interactions within the layers, as both PMA

and P4VP show hydrophobic stabilization. For PMA in solution, e.g. there is a drastic

change of dissociation at low pH, that is due to the conformational change of PMA from a

compact structure to a random coil one [14, 164]. Furthermore, uncharged carboxylic acid

groups can stabilize the system by intramolecular hydrogen-bonds that can occur within the

same layer as well as between different layers of PMA [98].

At pH 8 a similar situation occurs. From the infrared data as well as from the -potential

it can be inferred that the P4VP is not charged at that pH, whereas the PMA remains in

its fully charged state. Therefore, interactions between different layers are reduced and the

excess of negative carboxylic groups in the multilayers leads to a destabilization of the cap-

sule shells. This electrostatic destabilization is counteracted by hydrophobic interactions of

the uncharged P4VP [93]. P4VP is a hydrophobic polymer that is water insoluble when

the degree of ionization is less than 35 % [171], thus it stabilizes the swollen multilayers.

When the pH is increased further, the hydrophobic attraction and surface tension are the most

prominent forces leading to shrinkage and an irreversible collapse of the capsules, resulting

in particle-like structures, which do not possess the characteristics of capsules anymore.

The presence of hydrophobic stabilization in water is further evidenced in conditions where

this hydrophobic stabilization is decreased. In a mixture of 1:1 methanol and water both

polymers are soluble over a broad pH range, so that uncharged P4VP does not precipitate,

and hydrophobic stabilization of PMA at low pH is reduced. Therefore, the hydrophobic

interaction becomes inoperative [171, 176]. When examining the stability of capsules in a

solution of 1:1 methanol and water at different pH, stable capsules were observed over the

same pH range between pH 2 and 8, but no stable swollen state could be found and neither

any shrinkage of the systems when the pH was increased above 8. At the edges of stability

the capsules swelled and dissolved within a second. The large stability range of the cap-

sules correlates with the charge regulation within the multilayers that was observed in the

IR-spectra.
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The pH, at which the capsules swelled and dissolved were different from the solution pKapp

values of the component polyelectrolytes, the one in the alkaline region was higher than the

pKapp of PMA and the one in the acidic region was lower than the pKapp of P4VP. This

suggests, as well as the IR data, that interactions within multilayers are stabilized against pH

change. The association of hydrophobic elements of a polymer chain can increase the local

density of weak functional groups and / or decrease the local dielectric constant experienced

by weak functional groups. In both cases it is more difficult to ionize the weak groups due

to an unfavorable electric potential. In other words, cooperative interactions stabilize the

polyelectrolyte layers, and this can also explain the drastic onset of swelling within 0.1 pH

unit.

Abe et al. observed plateaus in the potentiometric titration curves of P4VP/PMA complexes

in solution in the acidic and basic pH ranges that correspond well to the edges of stability

found for (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules. They also detected dissociation of the complex into the

component polyelectrolytes at such pH values [176]. The stability range is similar to that re-

ported for flat multilayers of 10 layers of P4VP and PAA by Caruso and co-workers, where

the films were stable up to pH ∼ 7, after which the desorbed amounts increased in the range

from pH 7.5 to 9 [101]. Sukhishvili et al. studied the ionization and pH-dependent stability

of flat multilayers with PMA and QP4VP with different alkylation degrees. They observed

dissolution of the multilayers below pH 2, due to protonation of carboxylic groups and dis-

ruption of polymer / polymer ionic contacts. The stability of the multilayer in acidic condi-

tions was dependent on the alkylation degree of QP4VP [66]. They attributed the destruction

of the multilayers to the protonation of a small (< 5%) residual fraction of carboxylic groups

that was included into polymer / polymer ionic pairs and suggested that a cooperative ef-

fect in the formation of polymer / polymer ionic pairs might play an additional role in film

stability.

The detected stability of P4VP/PMA capsules at neutral pH was much higher than usually

found for purely hydrogen-bond stabilized multilayers. For such systems the dissolution oc-

curs at pH 6.9 (PVPON/PMA), pH 4.6 (PEO/PMA) and pH 3.6 (PEO/PAA) [88, 89]. The

increased stability of the P4VP/PMA system in slightly basic medium may be influenced by

electrostatic interactions between PMA and P4VP, which are not present in multilayers that

are only stabilized by H-bond interactions [101].

With the adsorption of more polyelectrolyte layers the amount of polymer adsorbed is in-

creased. This results in a higher swelling degree both at low and at high pH. The results

are shown in Figure 5.21. The increase in swelling degree at pH 8.1 as a function of layer

number was much more prominent than at pH 2. For 16 layers the capsules swelled by 70 %

in basic medium compared to 23 % at pH 2.
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a b

Figure 5.21: Swelling degree and reversibility as a function of layer number. Swelling at pH 2 (a), swelling at

pH 8.1 (b).

An increase in the swelling can be explained, as more polymeric material leads to an in-

crease in the osmotic pressure induced by the counterions. In addition, the capsules, which

were swollen to a higher extent, were still stable because of increased entanglement and hy-

drophobic interactions with additional layers. When capsules in their swollen state at low

and at high pH were washed with water at pH 4, and the diameter was determined after one

hour, the swelling was reduced irrespective of the number of adsorbed layers. For capsules

swollen at pH 2 real reversibility was achieved for 8 and 10 layers. Capsules composed of 12

to 16 layers only showed a reduction in size to a diameter of 4.7 - 5 m. Capsules swollen

at pH 8.1 could be shrunk back to their original size in the whole range from 8 to 16 layers.

This reversibility is an important prerequisite for any application involving weak polyelec-

trolyte capsules, as it opens the possibility for the system to reversibly exist in two different

states, a swollen and a shrunk one.

5.4.4 Influence of ionic strength on the pH-dependent stability

The addition of sodium chloride to the swollen capsules led to a destruction of the multi-

layers. At pH 2 capsules dissolved within seconds, whereas at pH 8.1 capsules shrunk to

particles. When the pH-dependent behavior with increased ionic strength was investigated,

the stability of the capsules as well as the swelling behavior were altered. The results are

shown in Figure 5.22.

The increase of the ionic strength led to less stable capsules in the pH regions of 2 - 3 and

7 - 8. The stability range was decreased compared to the situation without added salt. At
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a b

Figure 5.22: Influence of added NaCl on the pH-dependent stability of (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules in the low pH

region (a) and in the neutral pH region (b). The solid lines serve as visual guides.

low pH the swelling set in at a slightly increased pH value, whereas in basic pH the swelling

started at a decreased pH value. Additionally, at a given pH, the capsule diameter was in-

creased when the ionic strength was increased.

Figure 5.22 a describes the swelling at low pH with the addition of 10 - 100 mM NaCl. The

swelling without added NaCl and with 10 mM NaCl set in at the same pH, but the capsules

swelled more when 10 mM NaCl was added. This finding can be explained, when taking

into account that the ionic strength of a HCl solution at pH 2 is already 10 mM, therefore

the addition of 10 mM NaCl only increases the ionic strength by a factor of 2. For all other

salt concentrations investigated at low pH the maximal stable swelling was reduced in size

compared to the swelling without added salt. All swollen capsules dissolved when the pH

was lowered further.

Figure 5.22 b shows the stability of capsules that were exposed to solutions containing

5 - 20 mM NaCl in the pH range from 6 to 8. Swollen capsules shrunk once the pH was

increased further. Data for the shrunk states are not shown, as the capsule size during the

shrinking process was time dependent and the final particle-like state was mainly due to pre-

cipitated P4VP. In contrast to the shrinking process, the sizes of swollen capsules were stable

at least for several hours.

The degree of dissociation of the P4VP and PMA within the multilayered capsules increased

with increasing salt concentration and the observed changes in the pH-response were similar

to those obtained for PAH/PMA790kDa capsules (see Section 5.3.4).

The differences in the salt concentrations that were needed to induce a change at

neutral / basic pH can be explained by the different pH ranges at which the swelling set in.
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The interpretation of the salt induced changes in swelling behavior follows the same line as in

the case of PAH/PMA capsules (see Section 5.3.4). At neutral pH, the self-regulating mech-

anism of the association / dissociation equilibrium of the weak polyacid strongly reduces the

charges along the chain at low salt concentration. The local concentration of protons near

the weak polyelectrolytes with no external salt present is governed by the requirement of

charge neutrality. However, when the ambient solvent contains ions other than protons some

of these cations can be exchanged with the protons without violating the charge neutrality.

As a consequence the degree of dissociation increases. The reduced capsule stability found

in the pH range from 2 - 3 can be understood likewise.

5.4.5 Permeability of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules for low molecular weight

compounds

Polyelectrolyte capsules show different permeability for macromolecules and low molecular

weight compounds like water, salt and fluorescent dyes. Depending on the polymers in the

capsule wall and the type of template used, the capsules are permeable for small molecules,

but impermeable for polymers (see Section 2.7). Permeability for low molecular weight

compounds like fluorescent dyes through the capsule shell is commonly investigated by Con-

focal Laser Scanning Microscopy studies, using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP). Fluorescein-containing substances are normally used as probe molecules, because

they are easily bleachable. In the case of P4VP/PMA capsules FRAP studies could not be

used to determine the permeability because of several reasons: I) Fluorescein-containing

fluorescent dyes have pH-responsive properties, resulting in a significant decrease of the flu-

orescence intensity at low pH, which would not allow for any investigation of the capsules’

permeability at low pH. II) The shell of P4VP/PMA capsules was dense, independent of

the number of layers adsorbed, therefore the permeation time for small dye molecules like

fluorescein was in the range of 15 to 30 min, whereas FRAP measurements are normally

conducted within seconds to a few minutes. III) In the swollen state, due to the fast perme-

ation, it was not possible to record any kinetics of the fluorescence recovery, because of the

resolution of the scan.

Therefore, the permeability of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules for glucose was derived from the time

dependence of osmotic response experiments, detected by CLSM. Glucose was chosen as an

osmotically active low molecular weight substance, which is not expected to interact with

the capsule wall, and thus to change the pH-dependent stability of the capsules as in the case

of NaCl. When polyelectrolyte capsules are exposed to a sudden osmotic pressure gradient

they shrink and show a pronounced inward buckling phenomenon [177, 178]. The osmotic
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pressure is due to a difference in concentrations between the bulk solution and the capsule in-

terior, so that quantitative information concerning the permeation of molecules can be drawn

from the kinetic aspects of the buckling phenomena [123, 131]. The critical concentration

(ccrit) of glucose to induce buckling was established in an initial set of experiments con-

ducted at pH 4. Various amounts of glucose were added at once to the capsule suspension

to establish the concentration at which 50 % of the capsules showed a deformation of the

shells. The percentage of deformed capsules as a function of the glucose concentration is

given in Figure 5.23. A critical glucose concentration of 25 mmol/L could be determined.

Figure 5.23: Percentage of deformed (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules as a function of the concentration of glucose at

pH 4. The solid line serves as a visual guide.

Below this concentration, the osmotic pressure caused by the concentration gradient between

the interior of the capsule and the bulk solution was not high enough to induce a significant

degree of buckling. The kinetic response of the osmotic deformation was observed by adding

100 L of a 0.2 mol/L stock solution of glucose to 100 L of a capsule suspension with flow

rates ranging from 46 L/min to 125 L/min, corresponding to concentration changes from

1.05 mM/s to 1.85 mM/s. The occurring deformations could be related to the time necessary

to reach the critical glucose concentration.

When glucose equilibrated faster or with the same time constant between the capsule interior

and the bulk, the induced pressure difference was not high enough to cause buckling effects.

Figure 5.24 shows the increase of glucose concentration with time, depending on the flow

rate, together with some typical CLSM images of the different buckling regimes at pH 4. In

all cases the final glucose concentration of 0.1 M was well above the critical concentration of

25 mM. For flow rates of less than 50 L/min nearly no changes in capsule shape were visi-
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ble. A noticeable osmotic response was found if the addition of glucose was conducted with

a flow rate of about 51 L/min. If the addition of glucose was even faster, buckling was

observed for nearly all capsules. If a flow rate of 51 L/min was applied about 50 % of the

capsules showed shape changes. With a threshold concentration of 25 mmol/L this resulted

in a time of 17.5 s to reach this particular concentration.

If the addition of glucose occurs more slowly, the concentrations inside and outside partially

equilibrate and consequently deformations are largely absent, as observed for a flow rate of

46 L/min. If the concentration increase is considerably faster, the water flux from the cap-

sule interior is much faster than the equilibration of the glucose concentration, resulting in

a complete collapse of the shells. When 17.5 s are assumed as a lower limit for the critical

Figure 5.24: Variation of the concentration slope and osmotic deformation of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules. Glucose

concentration as a function of time. The final concentration was reached with different flow rates of a 0.2 mol/L

stock solution of glucose. The dashed lines show the critical glucose concentration as well as the critical time

to reach it (a). CLSM images of corresponding capsules with a flow rate of 46 L/min (b), 51 L/min (c) and

58 L/min (d).
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time of glucose permeation, it is possible to calculate an upper limit for the permeability P

of the capsule wall [131],

P =
V

Atcrit
ln2 =

r
3tcrit

ln2 (5.3)

with the capsule volume V , the capsule surface area A, the capsule radius r and the critical

time for permeation tcrit. If a possible uncertainty in the determination of the critical time is

taken into account, the permeability of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules for glucose is in the range of

2.8−3.2 ·10−8 m/s.

In Section 5.4.3 it was shown that for P4VP/PMA capsules the electrostatic interactions and

the stability of the shells vary with pH. Therefore, it was interesting to investigate the influ-

ence of pH on the permeability of these capsules for glucose. The results for the permeability

as well as for ccrit and tcrit are given in Table 5.2 and 5.3 for the acidic and the neutral pH

range, respectively.

Table 5.2: Determination of the permeability of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules for glucose at low pH. The permeabil-

ity was calculated with the capsule diameters given in Section 5.4.3.

pH ccrit, mmol/L tcrit, s permeability, m/s

4 25 ± 2 17.5 ± 1.2 2.8 - 3.2 · 10−8

2.5 21 ± 2 14 ± 2 3.2 - 4.3 · 10−8

2.3 22 ± 2 19.7 ± 2 2.4 - 2.9 · 10−8

2.1 29 ± 2 15.6 ± 2 3.1 - 3.7 · 10−8

2 > 1000 < 1 > 6.2 · 10−7

2 ⇒ 4 46 ± 2 9.8 ± 2.3 4.3 - 6.9 · 10−8

Table 5.3: Determination of the permeability of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules for glucose at neutral pH. The perme-

ability was calculated with the capsule diameters given in Section 5.4.3.

pH ccrit, mmol/L tcrit, s permeability, m/s

7 28 ± 2 15.6 ± 1.2 3.1 - 3.6 · 10−8

7.5 26 ± 2 17.3 ± 1.5 2.8 - 3.4 · 10−8

7.7 28 ± 2 19.6 ± 1.8 2.4 - 2.9 · 10−8

7.9 25 ± 2 12.8 ± 2 3.5 - 4.8 · 10−8

8 > 1000 < 1 > 5.5 · 10−7

8 ⇒ 4 47 ± 2 10.3 ± 2.1 4.2 - 6.3 · 10−8
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Over a wide range of pH values from 2.1 to 7.9 the permeability of the capsules was nearly

unchanged, ranging from about 2 · 10−8 m/s to about 4 · 10−8 m/s. Only at the edges of

the stability range there was a huge increase of the permeability of more than one order of

magnitude to values higher than 5.5 · 10−7 m/s. For swollen capsules it was not possible to

determine the permeation time for glucose, as in these cases the capsules did not show any

buckling effects even in the presence of 1 mol/L glucose. Therefore, the given permeabil-

ities at pH 2 and 8 represent a lower limit, which was assumed with a critical permeation

time of 1 sec. In the swollen state glucose is free to permeate through the capsule wall and

equilibrates very quickly the internal and external concentrations. The resulting osmotic

pressure difference is too small to induce buckling. When capsules were incubated at pH 2

and 8, respectively, for 1 h and were immersed in a solution of pH 4 for 1 h to equilibrate the

shell structure, the established permeability for glucose showed a slightly increased value

in the range of 4 · 10−8 − 7 · 10−8 m/s. This could be due to changes in the arrangement

within the capsule wall when the electrostatic interactions are changed as well as due to the

swelling / shrinking cycle.

The permeability can be related to the diffusion coefficient D inside a membrane of

thickness h,

D = hP . (5.4)

For the unperturbed capsule size this would result in D ≈ 3 · 10−16 − 6 · 10−16 m2/s, with a

thickness of 3.6 nm per polyelectrolyte bilayer. When the capsules are swollen, only a lower

limit for the diffusion coefficient can be obtained, as only a lower limit for the permeability

is known. In this case the thickness can be calculated if one assumes that the volume of the

capsule shell is not changed during the swelling. Thus a decreased shell thickness of the

swollen capsules is obtained, according to

V = 4 r2h h2 =
r1

2h1

r2
2 . (5.5)

At pH 2 this would result in a wall thickness of 10 nm, and at pH 8 of 12.7 nm. The cor-

responding diffusion coefficients are D > 6.2 ·10−15 m2/s at pH 2 and D > 7 ·10−15 m2/s at

pH 8. The shrinking of capsules that were immersed at pH 2 and pH 8, respectively, yields a

diffusion coefficient of around 6 ·10−16−1 ·10−15 m2/s.

The diffusion coefficients obtained for unswollen P4VP/PMA capsules are much lower than

the ones found by Ibarz et al. for PAH/PSS capsules templated on MF, which were in the

range of ∼ 10−14 m2/s [125]. On the other hand, they are close to the diffusion coeffi-

cients of 1.7 ·10−16−1 ·10−16 m2/s obtained by Antipov et al. when studying the diffusion

of fluorescein through PAH/PSS multilayers [128]. The higher permeability in the case of

MF particles could be due to the formation of pores during the core dissolution step (see
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Section 2.7). In contrast, the system investigated by Antipov et al. did not involve a core

dissolution step prior to the permeability studies, as the multilayers were directly assembled

onto precipitated fluorescein particles. The fact that the diffusion coefficients observed for

P4VP/PMA capsules templated on SiO2 are in the same range as the ones reported by An-

tipov et al. provides evidence that the core dissolution protocol used here is gentle enough

to maintain the integrity of the capsule shell.

5.4.6 Permeability of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules for polymers at pH 8

The pH-dependent permeability changes of P4VP/PMA capsules provides an opportunity for

the loading and release of macromolecules. Several attempts have been made for controlled

uptake and release of polymers by a change in pH or ionic strength (see

Section 2.7). Neither of these approaches is particularly suitable in physiological conditions.

However, the reversible swelling and corresponding permeability changes of P4VP/PMA

capsules in neutral pH conditions at pH 8 would be favorable for the encapsulation and re-

lease of biomolecules, e.g. enzymes or proteins that are not stable at reduced or increased

pH or at higher ionic strength.

The permeability of P4VP/PMA capsules was studied using FITC-dextran with a molecu-

lar weight of 70 kDa. Dextran is a polysaccharide that consists of glucose monomers and is

charge-neutral, thus the onset of the permeability changes for dextran should be similar to the

ones observed for glucose. The permeability of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules for FITC-dextran at

pH 6 and pH 8 is shown with CLSM images in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25: CLSM images showing hollow capsules in a FITC-dextran solution at pH 6 (a) and pH 8 (b).

At pH 6 the capsule interior remained dark and no FITC-dextran could permeate through

the shell within 12 h. At pH 8, however, the polymer was equally distributed within the

capsule interior and the bulk solution within less than one minute. The reversibility of the

swelling and the concomitant changes in permeability provided the possibility to enclose the
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polymeric material in the interior of the capsules by a reduction of the solution pH. Follow-

ing washing steps removed the excess of FITC-dextran from the bulk solution, only leaving

behind the entrapped dextran within the capsules. A CLSM image of P4VP/PMA capsules

filled with FITC-dextran is displayed in Figure 5.26 a. A fluorescence profile of one of the

filled capsules is shown in Figure 5.26 b.

a b

Figure 5.26: CLSM image of (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules that are filled with FITC-dextran (a). The fluorescence

profile of one filled capsule is given in (b).

The fluorescence intensity at the capsule wall was slightly increased in comparison to the

capsule interior, which could result from the entanglement of dextran within the multilayer or

from nonspecific interactions with the polyelectrolytes. In addition to confocal microscopy,

the encapsulation of FITC-dextran was also studied with AFM. Figure 5.27 displays AFM

images of empty and filled (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules together with the corresponding height

profiles. Empty shells exhibited the typical folds and creases that arise from the evapora-

tion of the aqueous content leading to a collapse of the film. The height of the flat regions of

30 nm corresponds to two capsule walls on top of each other. If the same capsules were filled

with FITC-dextran from a bulk solution of 5 mg/mL, the shells did not collapse with folds

but rather showed a uniform appearance with increased thickness at the edges. The average

height of the dried capsules increased to 54 nm, of which only 30 nm are attributed to the

capsule wall material. The additional 24 nm correspond to dried FITC-dextran. From these

numbers and the capsule diameter the amount of encapsulated polymer can be estimated. For

the individual capsule shown it was approximately 140 % of that expected for an equal dis-

tribution of FITC-dextran in bulk and in the capsule interior. The slightly increased amount

of polymeric material can be explained by the reduction in capsule size during shrinkage, at

which the polymers are already captured inside. Additionally, accumulation of the polymer

per capsule may also be enhanced by adsorption onto the shell due to nonspecific interactions

between the multilayer and FITC-dextran.
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Figure 5.27: AFM images of empty (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules (a) and capsules filled with FITC-dextran (c),

with the corresponding height profiles (b,d).

5.5 Theoretical model for pH-dependent capsule swelling

5.5.1 Development of the theoretical model

The above results concerning the pH-dependent swelling as well as the influence of ionic

strength on weak polyelectrolyte capsules can be theoretically described by the combination

of two opposing forces. An expansive force, due to ion entropy that is balanced by an elastic

contractive force. In that case, the equilibrium size of the capsules can be derived from the

balance of forces. The proposed theoretical model describes the swelling of weak polyelec-

trolyte capsules as a function of material properties, like shell thickness, Young’s modulus

and pK-values, as well as of external parameters like pH and ionic strength.

As the capsules swell to an equilibrium size (swelling stops after a certain thermodynami-

cally most favorable size has been reached, at least on a time-scale of several hours to days),

a theoretical approach was used, in which the capsule size is explained by a balance of forces

at equilibrium. A similar approach was used by Vinogradova and coworkers to describe the

swelling of capsules that is caused by an osmotic pressure difference across the shell be-

cause of encapsulated polyelectrolytes. In that study a contractive force that counteracts the

osmotic pressure was described as an elastic force [87]. In the system studied here, the os-

motic force is not due to enclosed polyelectrolyte but arises from small ions, that compensate

for the charge excess of the weak polyelectrolyte multilayers at low and at high pH. At an
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intermediate pH there exists a global compensation of charges and no additional ions are

required for the charge balance. In this pH region the expansive force is zero and the capsule

possesses its unperturbed size. At lower and higher pH values an increase in the capsule size

would be expected because of the development of a charge excess. The experimental results,

however, show a broad pH plateau in which the capsule diameter is constant. These findings

are introduced into the theoretical model by taking into account that the ionization degree of

a weak polyelectrolyte does not depend on the solution pH, but on the local pH within the

multilayer. Over a broad pH range it is energetically more favorable for the system to change

the electrostatic potential within the multilayer to keep the charge balance within the shell,

than to accept a charge excess that results in an expansion of the shell, and therefore in an

increase of the elastic energy. Above or below a critical pH it becomes more favorable for

the system to increase the elastic energy than to change the electrostatic potential even more

and the capsule starts to expand.

The excess charge of the polymer leads to an increased ion concentration next to and within

the shell, which results in an osmotic expansive force to reduce the ion concentration within

and next to the shell, resulting in a favorable decrease of free energy. The decrease in ion

concentration can occur in two different ways, either the shell polymer density is reduced or

the shells outer surface area is increased, thus creating more space for the diffuse layer of

small ions on each side of the multilayer.

An accurate description of the pH-dependent swelling of capsules would have to include both

elements. Thus, one would have to consider the polymer density profiles within the multi-

layers in detail, calculate the electrostatic potential profile inside and outside the shell [179],

and determine the free energy associated with each shell thickness and polymer density.

Additionally, it would be necessary to include how the elasticity modulus depends on shell

polymer density, pH and ionic strength, and finally one would have to assume that the ex-

pansion of the polymeric chains is isotropic. The total free energy could then be minimized

to determine the equilibrium shell thickness and capsule size.

In order to circumvent many of these unknown aspects, and to derive a relatively simple

model for capsule swelling, it is assumed that the electrostatic potential within the multi-

layer structure is rather constant and close to zero (no excess of ions), with only a sharp

peak in the potential (and therefore an ion concentration increase) near the edges [179]. This

approach is also experimentally supported by von Klitzing et al., who showed that the elec-

trostatic potential rapidly decays to zero when moving from the solution-film interface into

the polyelectrolyte multilayer film [64].

For the development of the theoretical model it is assumed that the electrostatic potential

within the multilayer is constant, and charge excess due to ions within the shell is neglected.
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Instead, only the ions in the two diffuse layers on each side of the shell are considered. With

respect to the elasticity modulus it is initially assumed that it does not depend on pH or ionic

strength. This is justified, as experimental measurements of the elasticity modulus for other

systems did not show a notable dependence on the ionic strength below 1 M [58,180], while

Schlenoff and coworkers found a decrease of only 10 % in the elasticity modulus upon addi-

tion of 100 mM salt [181]. Later on, an empirical dependence of the elasticity on the ionic

strength is used to improve the fit of the model to the experimental data.

For ideal Hookean behavior the elastic energy per capsule Uel is given by [87]

Uel =
4 Eh0

1− R2 (5.6)

with the elasticity (Young’s modulus) E, the unperturbed wall thickness h0, the Poisson’s

ratio ( = 0.5 for incompressible materials such as most rubbers) and the difference between

the capsule radius R and the unperturbed radius R0, R.

Electrostatically, the multilayer shell is described as a quasi-Donnan phase, Donnan because

it is assumed to have a common electrostatic potential, quasi because it is not charge-neutral

in itself, but only in combination with the diffuse layers of small ions on both sides. As

both the shell thickness h0 and the Debye length −1 are small in comparison to the capsule

radius R a planar geometry can be assumed. Thus, the electroneutrality is given by [182]

Za =
lB

sinh
y
2

+2h0(1− )c sinhy (5.7)

with the net polymer charge per unit surface area Za, the Bjerrum length lB, the polymer

volume density , the ionic strength c and the dimensionless electrostatic potential y. The

right-hand side of the equation represents the sum of the charge of the two diffuse layers

of small ions and the charge of the ions within the shell, which are considered to be point

charges. In the following, the contribution of the ions within the shell will be neglected,

resulting in

y = 2arcsinh
Za lB

. (5.8)

Assuming a low-potential Debye-Hückel (DH) limit, equation 5.8 can be simplified to

y = 2
Za lB

. (5.9)

In the DH-limit the electrostatic free energy (of a capsule of a fixed charge Z) is given by

Fel =
1
2
Zy (5.10)

with the total polymer charge per capsules Z = ZaA (A = 4 R2 is the capsule surface area).

When the capsules swell, Z is constant, but Za varies.
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Combining equations 5.6, 5.9, 5.10 and taking into account the definitions of lB and −1

results in

Ftot =
Z2

8c A
+

4 Eh0

1− R2 , (5.11)

which can be differentiated with respect to R to obtain in equilibrium

− 1
8

dFtot

dR
= 0 =

Z2

8c A2R− Eh0

1− R . (5.12)

Assuming that R ≈ R0 (and therefore A ≈ A0, with 0 referring to the unperturbed state), this

equation simplifies to
R

R0
= lB(1− )

Z2

Eh0A0
2 . (5.13)

Equation 5.13 shows that the relative change in Radius R/R0 scales with the square of the

polymer charge excess Z, with the ionic strength to the power -1/2, and the Young’s modulus

E and the initial thickness h0 to the power -1.

When considering polymers consisting of ionizable segments instead of having a fixed charge,

as was assumed in the equations above, the final expression for the energy and the resulting

diameter given by equations 5.12 and 5.13 should not change, as the expansive electrostatic

force on the capsule shell depends on the capsule polymer charge Z, but not on the mecha-

nism by which the charge is established. Hence, it does not depend on whether the polymers

are ionizable or have a fixed charge. Equation 5.13 is also valid for ionizable polymers, but

then the charge Z is related to y by

Z = n
A,B

zi i i (5.14)

with the total number of ionizable monomers per capsule n and the fraction of monomers

that are either cationic or anionic i. A stands for the polyanions, B for the polycations, zi is

the sign of the charge (+1 for a polycation segment B, −1 for a polyanion segment A), and

i is the ionization degree, which is obtained from [183]

i = (1+10zi(pH−pKi)eziy)−1 (5.15)

with the intrinsic pK-value pKi and the solution pH. With the help of this model it is possible

to calculate the electrostatic potentials y within the capsule wall and to obtain the ionization

degrees i of the two polyelectrolytes in the shell. A and B can be calculated from equa-

tions 5.14 and 5.15 together with 5.8 and Za = Z/A0, resulting in an increase in the diameter

of the capsules according to equation 5.13.
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5.5.2 Modeling the experimental data

In the following, theoretical and experimental results for (PAH/PMA790kDa)4 and

(P4VP/PMA)5 capsules templated on SiO2 are compared. It is assumed that there are as

many ionizable anionic as cationic polymer segments, resulting in i = 0.5. Small vari-

ations of between 0.4 < i < 0.5 do not influence notably on the predicted size. The

Young’s modulus is assumed to be E = 30 MPa, which is in the range of E-values from

literature [181, 184, 185]. For the wall thickness, experimentally determined thicknesses of

dried shells are used, namely h0=13.5 nm for (PAH/PMA)4 capsules and h0 =19.5 nm for

(P4VP/PMA)5 capsules. The intrinsic pK values are taken from literature [14, 171, 186].

For PMA pKA = 4.5, for PAH pKB = 8.5 and for P4VP pKB = 5. Based on data in [84]

and [33] it is derived that there are ∼ 4 · 108 segments of each polymer per bilayer in a

4.5 m diameter shell, resulting in a total number of polyelectrolyte segments of n ∼ 3.2 ·109

for (PAH/PMA)4 capsules and of n ∼ 4 ·109 for (P4VP/PMA)5, which are the numbers that

are used in the calculation.

The electrostatic force depends on the ionic strength c (resulting in ), which is induced by

the added salt as well as by the ionic strength due to the addition of acid / base to adjust pH;

the effect of the addition of base or acid is described by (10-pH +10pH−14 in M).

The experimental data for (PAH/PMA)4 and (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules can be described well

by the theoretical model and the results are shown in Figure 5.28.

Figure 5.28: Capsule diameter as a function of pH, data points represent the experimental values and the lines

the theoretical fits (E = 30 MPa, = 0.5, = 0.5, pKA = 4.5. (PAH/PMA)4 capsules: h0 = 13.5 nm, n = 3.2 ·109,

pKB = 8.5, 2R0 = 4.3 m, 0 mM NaCl added; (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules: h0 = 19.5 nm, n = 4.0 ·109, pKB = 5,

2R0 = 4.4 m, 1 mM NaCl).
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5 Weak polyelectrolyte capsules

The capsule diameter (2R) is given as a function of pH without additional salt in the system.

Error bars are omitted for clarity. To describe the swelling of (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules well

with the model it was necessary to include 1 mM of additional salt. This could possibly still

be present in the solution due to the dissolution protocol of these capsules at pH 3.5.

The influence of increased ionic strength on the swelling behavior of (PAH/PMA)4 and

(P4VP/PMA)5 capsules both at low and at high pH is shown in Figure 5.29. The given ionic

strength is a consequence of the added salt. Additionally, the ionic strength is increased be-

cause of the pH adjustment. The pH- and ionic strength dependent swelling is best described

for (PAH/PMA)4 capsules at high pH, but for both systems in acidic and basic conditions the

Figure 5.29: Influence of pH and the addition of NaCl on the diameter of (PAH/PMA)4 and (P4VP/PMA)5

capsules. The data points represent the experimental values and the theoretical model is given by the solid

lines. PAH/PMA capsules at low (a) and at high pH (b) (E = 30 MPa, = 0.5, pKA = 4.5, pKB = 8.5, = 0.5,

h0 = 13.5 nm, n = 3.2 ·109, 2R0 = 4.3 m). P4VP/PMA capsules at low (c) and at high pH (d) (E = 30 MPa,

pKA = 4.5, = 0.5, = 0.5, h0 = 19.5 nm, n = 4.0 ·109, pKB = 5, 2R0 = 4.4 m).
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experimental observation of an increased capsule diameter with increasing ionic strength at a

given pH value is reproduced quite well, even though the theoretical curves do not match the

experimental data exactly. In agreement with the experimental data for P4VP/PMA capsules

at low pH there is only a small difference in the capsule diameters for 0 and 10 mM added

NaCl.

This observation of a polyelectrolyte structure swelling with increased ionic strength is

in general quite uncommon and only observed for weakly-charged systems at low ionic

strength, such as for ionizable polyelectrolyte brushes, where it is called the osmotic brush

regime [166–169]. If the polyelectrolytes had a fixed charge, Z would be independent of

ionic strength and thus equation 5.13 would predict that with increasing ionic strength the

capsule diameter should swell less. In that case, the increased ionic strength would decrease

the osmotic pressure difference, and the elastic forces would contract the polyelectrolyte

shell. For ionizable segments, however, at very low ionic strength the ionization degree of

the polymer segments is low because of the high electrostatic potentials. When the ionic

strength is increased, the electrostatic potentials are reduced and the ionization degree in-

creases, resulting in an increase of the capsule size.

In Figure 5.30 a the experimental data and a theoretical prediction of the influence of ionic

strength on the diameter of P4VP/PMA capsules at pH 2.3 are shown. The red curve is

based on a constant value for E, which is independent of ionic strength. If the elasticity is

Figure 5.30: (a) Diameter of (P4VP/PMA)5 capsules at pH 2.3. csalt is the total salt concentration. The data

points represent the experimental values and the theoretical model is given by the solid lines.The red curve is

based on a fixed value for the elasticity modulus E, whereas the black curve is based on E decreasing with csalt

to the power 3. (b) Data and theory of the swelling of P4VP/PMA capsules with NaCl at low pH, including the

empirical E-csalt relation from (a).
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independent of the ionic strength, the theoretical model predicts that the diameter increase

levels off, whereas the experimental observation was that the diameter steadily increased

with ionic strength. An explanation for the observed difference could be that with increas-

ing ionic strength the elasticity modulus gradually decreases [181]. To test this hypothesis,

Figure 5.30 also shows the results of a calculation in which the elasticity modulus decreases

as a function of the ionic strength, according to E = 30/(A+B · c3
salt) (in MPa) with the em-

pirical parameters A = 0.9 and B = 1.4 ·10−5 with csalt in mM. With this expression of E the

black curve is obtained. E remains independent of ionic strength up to 15 mM in agreement

with the observation that there was no pronounced difference in swelling for 0 and 10 mM

added NaCl and increases at higher ionic strength. Using this simple empirical function it is

possible to obtain a good fit of the model to the experimental data. However, this expression

for the decrease of E with ionic strength is empirical and without a physical basis.

The empirical relation between E and the ionic strength of the solution was further used to

repeat the calculation of the P4VP/PMA capsules’ swelling with increased ionic strength

at low pH (Figure 5.29 c). The results of this calculation are given in Figure 5.30 b. As

in Figure 5.29 c the predictions for 0 and 10 mM added salt remain close to one another,

which is in agreement with the experimental data. In Figure 5.29 c the swelling with ionic

strength above 10 mM was underestimated. If a dependence of the elasticity modulus on the

ionic strength is included according to the above mentioned empirical relation, the swelling

with increased salt concentration is too pronounced and overestimates the actual dependence.

However, the experimentally observed strong increase in diameter over a short pH range is

much better described by taking into account a salt dependence of the elasticity modulus.
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6 Carbohydrate-sensitive multilayers

6.1 Introduction

Phenylboronic acids are known to form covalent bonds with diol compounds such as carbo-

hydrates (see Section 2.6.3). Thus, it should be possible to assemble multilayers, which are

not stabilized by electrostatic interactions, but instead rely on the formation of ester-bonds

between a phenylboronic acid moiety and a polysaccharide. The stability of the resulting

multilayers should depend on the stability of the ester-bond. Although covalent bonds are

formed, the reaction is reversible and makes this interaction ideal for the development of

a stimuli-sensitive system. The ester-bond formation depends on pH and on the compe-

tition between polysaccharides and low molecular weight carbohydrates. Therefore, these

parameters should have an influence on the assembly and on the distruction of the resulting

multilayers.

6.2 Polymers used in the multilayer assembly

A phenylboronic acid moiety was coupled to PAA by amide-bond formation between the

carboxylic groups of PAA and aminophenylboronic acid hemisulfate, see Section 4.2.3. The

substitution degree was 15 % with respect to the phenylboronic acid groups. The resulting

polymer was soluble in aqueous solutions with pH values higher than 5. In the following this

polymer is named PAA-BOH.

The multilayers were assembled by ester-bond formation between PAA-BOH and the un-

charged polysaccharide mannan. Mannan is a structural part of the cell walls of yeast cells

and is composed of mannose monomers. This polymer has a highly branched structure

with -1,2- and -1,3-linked side chains attached to an -1,6-linked backbone. No sim-

ple repeating unit in mannan has been evidenced [187, 188]. The molecular weight of the

polysaccharide is between 40 and 60 kDa.
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6.3 Sugar-sensitive multilayers on flat substrates

6.3.1 Formation of multilayers as a function of pH

The formation of multilayers of mannan and PAA-BOH was monitored by QCM-D in the

pH range from 7 to 11. Prior to the multilayer assembly, the gold surface on the quartz

crystal was modified with DTGA-PBA to yield a surface that could bind mannan. The

experimental details for the synthesis of DTGA-PBA and for the surface coating are de-

scribed in Section 4.2.4 and 4.4.13. The deposition of 7 bilayers of mannan/PAA-BOH on

the modified crystal surface was monitored. During each step adsorption was allowed for

15 minutes, followed by a 5 minutes washing step in buffer solution at the same pH. The

results for the pH-dependent multilayer formation are shown in Figure 6.1 a. The evolution

of − F/ at 15 MHz (3rd harmonic) during the assembly of the multilayer is shown. As

the reduced frequency of a QCM crystal is proportional to an increase of the deposited mass

on the crystal surface, all frequency changes are described as − F/ . For thin and rigid

films F/ can be converted into the deposited mass with the Sauerbrey relation (see p. 28).

For hydrated multilayer films this equation may not be valid due to viscous dissipation in

the film and was therefore not used to deduce quantitative data [155]. When discussing the

frequency shifts in a QCM-D experiment one always has to keep in mind that the changes

in frequency do not only account for the adsorbed polymeric material but also for the water

that is present within the film [156].

At pH 7 and 8 no multilayer could be assembled. At pH 7, the first adsorbed layer of mannan

resulted in a decrease of the resonance frequency of 40 Hz, but no further polymer adsorption

was obtained. At pH 8, the first three layers of mannan and PAA-BOH could be assembled

successfully, but each following PAA-BOH layer stripped off the previously adsorbed man-

nan layer so that there was a small alteration in the frequency change but no increase in

the deposited mass. The resulting decrease of the resonance frequency was in the order of

60 Hz. At pH 9, a huge increase in the deposited amount was observed with each additional

layer, resulting in a final frequency change of more than 1.5 kHz. No saturated deposition

after 15 minutes was observed. At pH 10 and 11, the adsorption process followed a linear

manner, and the adsorbed amount was less than at pH 9. The frequency changes after the

adsorption of 14 layers were 470 Hz and 266 Hz for multilayers assembled at pH 10 and 11,

respectively. In both cases the saturated deposition of the next layer was accomplished in

less than five minutes.

To be able to compare the layer adsorption at different pH, 50 mM phosphate buffer was

used to adjust the pH values, as this buffer covers the whole range of pH values studied in

the experiments. The effect of different buffer systems is shown in Figure 6.1 b.
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Figure 6.1: pH-dependent assembly of mannan/PAA-BOH multilayers as monitored by QCM-D (15 MHz).

All pH values were adjusted with 50 mM phosphate buffer (a). Comparison between the assembly with a

phosphate buffer (50 mM) and HEPES buffer (50 mM) at pH 8, 50 mM sodium borate buffer at pH 9 and

CAPS buffer (50 mM) at pH 11 (b).

At pH 8, no multilayer formation could be observed, irrespective of using a phosphate or

a HEPES buffer to adjust the pH. At pH 11, both phosphate and CAPS buffer allowed for

a stable multilayer formation and the choice of the buffer did not show any effect on the

adsorbed amount. At pH 9, much material was adsorbed onto the quartz crystal, no matter if

a phosphate or a borate buffer was used for the assembly of the multilayers. When a borate

buffer was used, regular film growth was observed for more than 10 layers, whereas for the

phosphate buffer the deposition of PAA-BOH during the 12th and 14th layer resulted in a

removal of material from the film.

The pH-dependent multilayer formation can be understood if one takes into account the sta-

bility of the ester formed between the phenylboronic acid moiety and the diols of mannan.

The ester formation is pH-sensitive, because only the tetrahedral form of the phenylboronic

acid is able to form stable esters with diols (see Section 2.6.3). For phenylboronic acid a

pKa between 8 and 9 is generally reported [110,111]. This can explain why it is not possible

to form multilayers of PAA-BOH and mannan at pH values lower than 9. In addition, the

stability of the complex increases with increasing pH. At pH 9, the polymers are weakly

bound, resulting in a loopy conformation and large amounts of polymer adsorbed. It could

be possible that the films are very hydrated or that adsorbed polymers can diffuse within

the layers. This could also explain why no saturation of the deposition was observed after

15 minutes. Furthermore, the weak bond formation can be the reason for the desorption of

polymer from the film for 12 and 14 layers. At pH 10 and 11, the ester formation is favored,
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resulting in thinner films, due to increased interactions between the layers. Another aspect

that has to be considered is the increased negative charge of the PAA-BOH with increasing

pH, both because of the tetrahedral boronate and the negatively charged carboxylic groups.

The electrostatic repulsion between the negative charges results in an adsorption of this poly-

mer in a more stretched conformation. This can lead to the adsorption of less material.

When no multilayer assembly or stable film growth were observed, the choice of the buffer

system did not show any effect on the stability of the layers. Only at pH 9, the adsorbed

amount and the stability of the layers were sensitive to the used buffer system, which could

be due to a loopy and little stabilized multilayer structure. To compare the data obtained at

different pH, in the following only phosphate buffers are used to adjust pH. The above results

show that it is possible to assemble multilayers of mannan and PAA-BOH at pH values of 9

and higher without electrostatic stabilization between the polymers.

In addition, the pH-dependent stability of (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 multilayers is reversible.

Films that were prepared at pH 11 and were subsequently exposed to solutions of lower pH

at the same ionic strength were stable until pH 9. When they were immersed to a solution of

pH 8 the film decomposed within less than 1 minute.

A scheme of the formation of multilayers of mannan and PAA-BOH on modified gold-

surfaces is given in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Scheme of the multilayer formation between mannan and PAA-BOH at high pH.
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6.3.2 Stability of multilayers with increasing sugar concentration

(Mannan/PAA-BOH)7 multilayers assembled on modified Au-coated quartz crystals at

pH 11 were immersed into sugar solutions with increasing concentrations at pH 11. The

films were incubated in each concentration for 15 minutes. The frequency changes of the

third harmonic with increasing concentrations of fructose, mannose, galactose and glucose

are shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Effect of increasing concentrations of fructose, glucose, mannose, and galactose at pH 11 on

(mannan/PAA-BOH)7 multilayers as monitored by QCM-D (15 MHz).

During the first 15 minutes the multilayers were exposed to a 50 mM phosphate buffer solu-

tion at pH 11. This exposure was accompanied by a reduced frequency of around 40 Hz. The

frequency shift can be attributed to the incorporation of more water within the layers, as the

layer assembly was accomplished in a solution of 0.5 M NaCl and 50 mM phosphate buffer.

The reduced ionic strength can lead to the formation of an osmotic pressure difference that

is accompanied by the accumulation of water within the layers.

When fructose was added, the deposited mass was increased until a concentration of

1 · 10−3 M fructose was reached, which can be attributed to additional binding of fructose

to PAA-BOH on boronic acid moieties that were not incorporated in the ester-bond forma-

tion with mannan. At a concentration of 1 · 10−3 M fructose the adsorbed mass reached a

maximum and then slowly decreased. When the fructose concentration was increased to

5 · 10−3 M, the film was destroyed in less than 2 minutes. The destruction of the mul-

tilayer can be explained by competitive adsorption of monomeric fructose and polymeric
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mannan to the phenylboronic acid binding sites. When glucose, galactose and mannose

were added in increasing concentrations, a small decrease in frequency was observed until

a concentration of 5 · 10−3 M was reached. For sugar concentrations between 5 · 10−3 and

1 ·10−2 M the frequency decreased substantially and was finally twice the value of the orig-

inal multilayer film. For all three carbohydrates the adsorbed mass passed through a max-

imum at 1 · 10−2 M. Irrespective of the carbohydrate, the multilayer decomposed within

less than 5 minutes when it was exposed to a sugar concentration of 2.5 · 10−2 M. If the

(mannan/PAA-BOH)7 films were exposed to the carbohydrate concentration, at which the

adsorbed amount passed through a maximum (1 · 10−3 M for fructose,

1 · 10−2 M for galactose, fructose, mannose) the multilayer was slowly degraded until it

was completely destroyed. Regarding fructose, this destruction was finished after 7 h, and

the films were destructed after 12 - 14 h for glucose, galactose and mannose.

The ester-bond formation between a diol and a boronic acid moiety is covalent but reversible,

thus it is possible to decompose (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 multilayers by the addition of low

molecular weight carbohydrates. In all investigated cases, the addition of carbohydrates in a

low concentration first led to a decrease of the resonance frequency. The reduced frequency

corresponded to an increased adsorbed mass that can be caused by a higher hydration of the

multilayer and additional low molecular weight sugar within the layers, which can bind to

free boronic acid moieties. Additionally there can be a competition between bound mannan

and low molecular weight sugars for the binding to phenylboronic acid groups. At a critical

concentration the adsorbed amount passed through a maximum. At this carbohydrate con-

centration a destruction of the multilayer over several hours was observed. In contrast, if the

carbohydrate concentration was increased beyond the critical concentration the multilayer

was destroyed within several minutes. At this concentration the amount of low molecular

weight sugar seems to be sufficient to destroy the multilayer because of a competition reac-

tion.

The sensitivity of (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 films to fructose was about an order of magnitude

higher than the one to glucose, galactose and mannose. In the concentration range inves-

tigated it was not possible to distinguish between glucose, galactose and mannose. This

finding is in good agreement with literature data. James et al. and Springsteen and cowork-

ers reported equilibrium constants for the binding of fructose to phenylboronic acid that were

one order of magnitude higher than the ones for galactose, mannose and glucose [111,116].
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6.3.3 pH-dependent stability of multilayers with increasing fructose

concentration

(Mannan/PAA-BOH)7 films that were assembled at pH 9, 10 and 11 were exposed to fructose

at the same pH with increasing concentrations. The results for pH 10 and 11 are shown in

Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Stability of (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 multilayers as a function of the fructose concentration at pH 10

and 11 as monitored by QCM-D (15 MHz).

Multilayers that were assembled at pH 9 (0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM phosphate buffer) decomposed

within minutes, if they were immersed in a 50 mM phosphate buffer solution at the same pH.

Thus, it was not possible to investigate the stability with increasing fructose concentrations

at pH 9.

For better comparison, the frequency changes (QCM-D, 15 MHz) for multilayers assembled

at pH 10 and 11 are shown as percentage values. With increasing fructose concentration the

layers assembled at pH 10 and 11 both showed an increase in the mass of around 100 %

before the decomposition of the film started. This huge increase in mass is probably caused

by the uptake of water and fructose within the multilayer. At pH 10 the films decomposed

at a fructose concentration of 1 · 10−3 M, whereas films assembled at pH 11 only started to

decompose at a fructose concentration of 5 ·10−3 M.

The pH of the environment strongly affects the sensitivity of phenylboronic acid compounds

for carbohydrates [111]. The sugar-sensitive properties of phenylboronic acid are greatly

enhanced when the system is operated above the pKa of the phenylboronic acid derivatives,

which is often situated between 8 and 9. When the phenylboronic acid moiety is coupled to
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poly(acrylic acid), the presence of the carboxylic groups has an influence on the pKa of the

phenylboronic acid, thus severely complicating the system. At pH 9, the multilayer assembly

resulted in very thick and probably hydrated films. In addition, the multilayer decomposed

if it was immersed into a solution with slightly decreased ionic strength. Both observations

indicate that the formation of a stable multilayer is not yet possible at that pH. When the

fructose concentration was increased, films assembled at pH 11 showed a higher stability

than films assembled at pH 10, indicating that a more stable multilayer was formed at higher

pH.

6.4 Sugar-sensitive capsules

6.4.1 Preparation of capsules

It was possible to assemble stable multilayers of PAA-BOH and mannan on flat substrates,

so that this polymer combination was chosen for the preparation of microcapsules. As the

assembly at pH 11 was the most stable one for flat multilayers, this pH was used for the

preparation of mannan/PAA-BOH capsules. CaCO3 particles were used as templates, be-

cause they have two advantages. They can be dissolved over nearly the complete pH range

and it is possible to incorporate various substances, in this case TRITC-BSA, within the core

by coprecipitation. The coating of CaCO3 particles without coprecipitated TRITC-BSA at

pH 11 was followed by -potential measurements after each adsorption step. The results are

shown in Figure 6.5.

For the deposition of all layers the -potential was negative, clearly ruling out the influence

of electrostatic stabilization of the multilayers. The -potential of the bare particles was

-20 mV and changed regularly between ca. -40 and -48 mV upon adsorption of mannan

and PAA-BOH, respectively. In contrast to electrostatic self-assembly, there was no surface

charge reversal, and the negative charge of the surface could be maintained throughout the

entire self-assembly process, thus preventing particle aggregation.

After the deposition of 7 bilayers of mannan/PAA-BOH the core material was removed with

0.1 M EDTA at pH 11 at which the multilayers were most stable. CLSM images of empty

capsules and of capsules filled with TRITC-BSA are shown in Figure 6.6.

Transmission images are shown to prove the complete removal of the core material. For

empty capsules the fluorescence labeling was achieved by the adsorption of FITC-dextran

(4 kDa) onto the capsule shells. The fluorescence of filled capsules was caused by encapsu-

lated TRITC-BSA. It should be noted that capsules composed of less than 14 polymer layers

were not stable enough to keep encapsulated TRITC-BSA within the capsule interior. Most
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Figure 6.5: -potential of mannan/PAA-BOH coated CaCO3 particles as a function of the number of deposited

layers. Odd layer numbers correspond to the deposition of mannan, even layer numbers represent the deposition

of PAA-BOH. All measurements were performed at pH 11.

probably, the stability of the capsule wall depends on the amount of ester-bonds, which is

increased when more polymer layers are added.

Dried (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 capsules were investigated by AFM. Typical AFM images of

empty and filled capsules are shown in Figure 6.7. Empty capsules (Figure 6.7 a) did not

show the typical folds and creases observed for electrostatically assembled multilayer cap-

sules. Upon drying the capsules collapsed on the substrate in a ringlike fashion. The thick-

ness per bilayer was 1.3 ± 0.2 nm, which is much lower than the thicknesses observed for

electrostatically stabilized multilayers (refer to p. 50). On the other hand, capsules that were

filled with TRITC-BSA showed a thickness of ∼ 62 nm, of which ca. 18 nm are attributed

to the capsule wall.

Figure 6.6: CLSM images of empty (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 capsules in the fluorescence (a) and transmission

mode (b), and of (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 capsules filled with TRITC-BSA in the fluorescence (c) and transmis-

sion mode (d).
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Figure 6.7: AFM images of empty (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 capsules (a) and of TRITC-BSA filled capsules (c),

with the corresponding height profiles (b,d).

6.4.2 Stability of capsules with increasing sugar concentration

The stability of (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 multilayer shells in increasing concentrations of glu-

cose, mannose, galactose and fructose was investigated at pH 11 in a 50 mM phosphate

buffer. For each experiment 2 mL of a suspension of TRITC-BSA filled capsules was used.

The capsule concentration was 3 · 108 capsules/L. The capsules were exposed to carbohy-

drates at different concentrations for 15 minutes, followed by centrifugation. The release

of encapsulated TRITC-BSA was measured as the increase of the fluorescence intensity of

the supernatant at = 580 nm. The fluorescence intensity was recorded relative to the in-

tensity corresponding to the complete release of TRITC-BSA. The capsule concentration

was chosen to ensure that the fluorescence intensity was proportional to the concentration of

TRTIC-BSA. The results are summarized in Figure 6.8.

At all sugar concentrations a small amount of TRITC-BSA was detectable in the super-

natant. A possible explanation can be found in the incorporation of low molecular weight

carbohydrates into the multilayers, which already loosen the layer structure and enhance

the permeation of BSA. When the capsules were destroyed, all encapsulated TRITC-BSA

was released and detectable in the fluorescence of the supernatant. For fructose a sharp in-

crease in the fluorescence intensity was detected in the concentration range from 1 ·10−3 to

3 ·10−3 M, and for glucose, mannose and galactose a sharp increase in the fluorescence in-

tensity was found between 1 · 10−2 and 3 · 10−2 M. The concentration range in which the
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Figure 6.8: Relative fluorescence intensity (at = 580 nm) of the supernatant of a capsule suspension with

increasing sugar concentration. The lines serve as visual guides.

increase in the fluorescence of the supernatant was found is in good agreement with the one

observed for (mannan/PAA-BOH)7 on flat substrates. Furthermore, the sensitivity for glu-

cose was in the same concentration range, as the one reported by De Geest et al. [109]. They

used a different approach for the sensing of glucose by incorporating a phenylboronic acid

compound into electrostatically stabilized multilayer capsules and monitoring the glucose-

induced change in electrostatic interactions within the multilayers.

The response of the studied multilayer films to several carbohydrates could lead to the design

of sugar-sensing devices. Particularly, the high selectivity for fructose compared to the other

investigated carbohydrates could be used for the development of sugar-sensitive delivery

systems with the capsule content as a chemical amplifier.
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The aim of this work was the development of stimuli-responsive microcapsules with the

focus on pH-sensitivity and on carbohydrate-sensing. Two different combinations of weak

polyelectrolytes were used for the preparation of pH-dependent microcapsules that vary con-

siderably in their hydrophobicity.

The investigation of the pH-dependent properties of weak polyelectrolyte capsules was driven

by the aim to obtain a quantitative control of structural changes of the capsule shell which

is mandatory for practical applications. To achieve this goal it was necessary to use core

materials that do not affect the integrity of the capsule wall. Thus, silica cores were used as

templates for the deposition of weak polyelectrolyte multilayers and a new approach for the

dissolution of these particles in mild pH conditions was reported. The application of a buffer

system allowed a high concentration of hydrofluoric acid in combination with an increased

pH that ensured the stability of the weak polyelectrolyte multilayers during the core dissolu-

tion.

The first investigated pH-responsive system consisted of microcapsules composed of two

weak polyelectrolytes, poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(methacrylic acid)

(PMA), that were assembled either on CaCO3 or on SiO2 particles. These capsules were

stable over a wide pH range from 2.5 to 11 and dissolved in extreme pH conditions. At the

edges of the stability range the pH-induced imbalance of charges reduced the electrostatic

interactions and led to a swelling of the system. The swelling was attributed to an increased

osmotic pressure of small counterions that were attracted from the bulk to compensate for the

charge excess of the polymers. The swollen PAH/PMA capsules could be stabilized when at-

tractive forces counteracted the electrostatic destabilization between the layers in the acidic

or basic pH range. Such attractive forces were found when the entanglement of polymers

was increased by using PMA of a higher molecular weight or when the stabilization by H-

bonding and hydrophobic interactions between uncharged PMA was high enough. This was

achieved by increasing the amount of adsorbed material when using a porous core. When a

stable swollen state was observed, it was possible to reversibly swell and shrink the capsules

by varying the solution pH. Furthermore, the pH-dependent stability of PAH/PMA capsules

was influenced by the ionic strength of the solution. When the ionic strength was increased,
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the stability of the capsules in the acidic and basic pH range was reduced and at a given pH

the capsule diameter was increased to a new equilibrium value compared to the one without

additional electrolyte.

Moreover, free carboxylate groups that emerged during the post-assembly pH treatment

could be used for the pH-dependent complexation of calcium ions. The calcium-binding

reduced the stability of the shells at low pH and led to a shrinking of the capsules in the ba-

sic pH region. The pH-dependent binding of the carboxylate groups to calcium showed the

versatility of the system to be used for selective reactions that are restricted to free functional

groups within multilayer thin films.

The two polyelectrolytes used in the second pH-sensitive system are known for their hy-

drophobic properties, poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) is insoluble in water in its uncharged

form and PMA exhibits H-bonding stabilization and hydrophobic interactions at low pH.

Capsules of P4VP and PMA templated on silica particles were stabilized by a combination

of hydrogen-bonding and electrostatic interactions over a broad pH range and showed a re-

versible swelling at pH 2 and pH 8.1. The size of the swollen capsules increased when more

polymeric material was adsorbed, and the swelling was reversible, independent of the num-

ber of adsorbed layers. The stable swollen states were attributed to the competition between

repulsive electrostatic interactions and attractive hydrophobic or H-bonding interactions. The

stabilizing effect of hydrophobic interactions on the swollen state was investigated by ex-

changing the aqueous solution to a solvent mixture of 1:1 water and methanol that reduced

the hydrophobic stabilization. In this case no stable swelling was observed. In addition to

the pH-dependent stability of P4VP/PMA capsules, the ionic strength of the solution had an

influence on the swelling behavior, too. With increasing ionic strength, the stability range of

the capsules was slightly decreased and at a given pH the capsule diameter was increased.

To investigate the effect of pH-dependent electrostatic interactions on modifications within

the capsule shell, the permeability of P4VP/PMA capsules for glucose was studied at various

pH values. Over a broad pH-range from pH 2.1 to pH 7.9, (P4VP/PMA)4 capsules showed a

permeability for glucose of 2 ·10−8 to 4 ·10−8 m/s. Only at the edges of the stability range,

at which a swelling of the capsules was observed, the permeability increased at least one

order of magnitude to values higher than 5.5 · 10−7 m/s. Capsules that were swollen and

then shrunk back to their original size showed a slightly increased permeability of 4 ·10−8 to

7 · 10−8 m/s. The reversible permeability changes with pH were used for the encapsulation

of FITC-dextran at pH 8.

The equilibrium swelling of PAH/PMA and P4VP/PMA capsules was modeled with a mi-

cromechanical scaling theory that included an elastic restoring force and an osmotic expand-

ing force. The expanding force takes into account the osmotic pressure of the counterions
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that are attracted from the bulk to the shell to compensate for the charge excess of the poly-

mers. In this model, ions within the shell are neglected and only those in the two diffuse

layers on each side of the shell are considered. With this model, the essential experimental

features could be described, the wide pH plateau in which the size remained close to the

initial value, the sharp increases in size at the edges of the pH plateau and the increasing

capsule size with increasing ionic strength. The model takes into account that the polymer

charge depends on the local electrostatic potential, which is essential for the description of

the wide pH plateau and of the influence of the ionic strength on the swelling behavior.

The increase in capsule size with ionic strength both in theory and experiment is not typi-

cally observed for polyelectrolyte systems. However, swelling with increasing ionic strength

has been shown and predicted for polyelectrolyte brushes, at low ionic strength, when the

polyelectrolyte is ionizable and is usually referred to as the osmotic brush regime. Thus, it

is suggested that at the edges of the stability plateau, multilayer capsules consisting of two

ionizable polyelectrolytes are another example of the osmotic regime found in weak poly-

electrolyte systems.

In conclusion, it was shown that weak polyelectrolyte capsules are an interesting example of

pH-sensitive microstructures. These capsules exhibit a pH-tunable charge density and can

exist in a swollen state, when the electrostatic repulsion is counteracted by stabilizing forces

like hydrogen-bonding, hydrophobic interactions and entanglement. Weak polyelectrolyte

shells do not only show pH-sensitivity but the stability of these capsules also depends on the

ionic strength of the solution. The reversible swelling is accompanied by reversible perme-

abilitiy changes that can be used for the encapsulation of polymeric material.

Another stimuli-responsive system that was investigated consisted of carbohydrate-sensitive

thin films. These multilayers were not assembled by electrostatic interactions but instead

they were stabilized by the formation of a reversible covalent ester-bond between a boronic

acid moiety and the diols of a polysaccharide. For this purpose the polysaccharide mannan

was assembled with poly(acrylic acid) that was modified by phenylboronic acid. The LbL

assembly was followed on flat substrates in dependence of pH. Below pH 9, no film for-

mation could be observed, and the stability of multilayers assembled at higher pH values

increased with increasing pH. These findings could be related to the pH-dependent stability

of the ester-bond between boronic acid and diol compounds.

The resulting mannan/PAA-BOH multilayers could be dissolved upon exposure to carbohy-

drates in aqueous solution. This behavior originated from the competitive binding of small

molecular weight carbohydrates and mannan with the boronic acid groups within the film,

resulting in a destabilization of the multilayer. Multilayer thin films of mannan/PAA-BOH

were stable in fructose concentrations below 1 · 10−3 M and in solutions containing glu-
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cose, mannose or galactose in a concentration below 1 · 10−2 M. Thus, the sensitivity of

mannan/PAA-BOH multilayers for fructose was one order of magnitude higher than for all

other saccharides studied.

It was also possible to assemble mannan/PAA-BOH multilayers on CaCO3 particles, because

the negative surface charge that was maintained throughout the entire self-assembly process

prevented particle aggregation. Upon dissolution of the template, hollow capsules could be

obtained. The sugar-dependent stability of these capsules was investigated by following the

release of encapsulated TRITC-BSA and the observed stability of the capsule shell in differ-

ent carbohydrate solutions was in the same range as the one observed for flat multilayers.

In conclusion, novel sugar-responsive multilayers were assembled using the reversible co-

valent ester formation between a polysaccharide and phenylboronic acid moieties. The re-

sulting multilayer films were sensitive to several carbohydrates, with high selectivity for

fructose. The response to carbohydrates was observed as a fast dissolution of the multilay-

ers, when they were brought into contact with the sugar-containing solution above a critical

concentration. Thus, these multilayers have a potential in the design of carbohydrate-sensing

systems and sugar-sensitive delivery systems with the capsule content as a chemical ampli-

fier.
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